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Future forecasting can seem overwhelming...
Even to me, and even after all these years examining data and creating reports. So if it gets to you, or
you have questions about the reports, my best contact email for such will be clif@halfpasthuman.com.
For background on how these reports are created, there is a primer in the last 5/five pages of this report.
If your questions about preparation are not answered after reading these, then send an email and I will
get back to you when I am able to get through the daily work (there is a lot of it).
If you have a need for yet more words on the subjects discussed herein, albeit 'live', please visit the
webbotforum.com. Please note I have to isolate the forum due to the language causing a circuitous
reference issue for our work. For the sake of not affecting my interpretation I do not visit the forum.

Note to new readers, our work tends to concentrate on a negative
view (see primer at the end of this report).
Refunds available on request, no questions asked, so do not feel you
need continue into information you would prefer not, simply over
purchase price.

Meta data
Sun Disease
Since the beginning of these data mining efforts in 1997, the data has consistently held new growth
coming in to a set labeled as 'sun disease'. Initially the interpretation was that the 'sun' would become
diseased to the point that it would affect life here in the solar system. Over the years, the data
supporting the 'sun disease' sets filled out presenting a view of 'humans' being 'afflicted' with a 'mental
disease' due to the 'sun disease'.
The descriptors for the symptoms of the sun disease as it affects humans have grown. These include
'standing, drooling' as though 'dumbstruck'. There are also descriptions of larger, aggregated effects
including what is described as a 'jittery-ness', and an 'uptick (in) anxiety', 'frantic', 'frenetic', and other
language pointing out 'humans on the edge'. The whole of the 'humans driven mad (or at least irritated)'
by 'solar disease' sets have had near continuous growth in past years. These data sets are describing a
new (as far as we now know) phenomenon that has been trying to express as 'sun disease effects on
humanity'.
The new data for this processing has forecasts that this Spring is the point of 'activities' relative to the
'sun disease'. As part of the 'sun disease' forecasts over these past years, we have had specifics referring
to some humans who will react with what are described as 'feelings and emotions' that push toward
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'megalomania'. The idea coming from the detail layers of these sets paint a picture of a sub set of
humanity who will find the 'impacts' of the 'sun disease' to be 'personally exhilarating', while the
majority is driven to 'distraction' by 'internal body process reactions'. It is this latter effect that is
driving the current feelings of an 'onrush to war'. See the SpaceGoatFarts entity for more discussion on
the sun disease sets and their effect on humanity.
Note that the 'sun disease' is NOT referencing any language around either 'ascension', or 'density
change'. The language for the 'sun disease' sets in no way is suggesting that any living human will be
made into a 'god', even though the language explicitly forecasts a few people feeling as though that
were happening, and expressing the thought too freely.

Your planet changes faster....
“When in doubt, look about, give a shout, and listen....or you risk list and lout!”. From an old sea chant,
which were the rules of thumb for staying alive and progressing across the fluid part of the planet.
Rain, rain, more rain, and rain where there had not been rain, and then some more, rain. The data sets
have this described as a 'rain train', in the sense of 'cargo cars' of 'rain' being 'repeatedly dumped (on
our heads)'. The way that 'flooding' had dominated the weather reports in past years, and was then
replaced by 'winds', we have now a new rising descriptor set for 'rain' and 'rain train' as being the
primary supporting set for Terra entity over the rest of this year and into 2018. These sets for 'rain' are
indeed in the supporting chain for 'yet more flooding', but in these new sets, while the 'flooding' is both
'severe', and 'motivating (to) move', the data has 'rain' as being the word most on people's minds. There
are sets that suggest that even in the midst of 'evacuations' from 'flooding', it will be the 'heavy rains'
that will be most discussed.
Within the 'rain' sets there are sub sets for rains so extreme as to 'sink flat bottomed boats', due to the
'inability to bail (fast) enough'. There are sets for 'cruise ships' being 'rained out' as 'all outdoor
activities' on the ship come to a 'crushing wet halt' as 'rains dominate'.
As if the 'rains' are not enough for our Spring, and Summer seasons, the data has 'earthquakes' as a
frequent 'interrupting event' over the rest of this year and well into next. These 'earthquake' sets are
showing up as being in 'very bizarre places', which is to say, in 'places earthquakes are usually not'.
These sets have lots of references to 'mountains' having earthquakes that will be 'rattling down rocks'
on 'roadways, houses, and cities'. Other sets have 'earthquakes in mountains' causing 'streams' and
'rivers' to 'dam up' with predictable 'flooding' as a consequence. Of course, as we all are aware, 'natural
dams' created by 'earthquake or slide' are not usually so well seated and have a tendency to go 'rushing
downstream' at some point in the future when the water pressure exceeds the resistance forces of the
dam.
A majority of the 'rain' sets are also cross linked over to the 'lakes in the sky dumping on our heads' sets
from previous ALTA reports. In the new 'rain train' sets, we find that the 'noise' and the 'immediate
damage' sets are going to be claiming our attention initially from the 'rain train' experience. The 'noise'
is forecast as being so noticed as to to create its own memes with people 'recording sound levels', and
reporting 'sound triggered devices' to be 'acting wonky'. These sets also have the 'sound' being
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responsible for 'whole towns' going 'days without sleep' as the 'lakes in the sky' continue to 'pour down'
the 'rain train' experience. Other sets have have the 'immediate damage' being described as just that
level of damage that comes from the 'rain falling'. These sets include 'damaged paint', 'paint peeled off',
and 'antenna damage', and 'roof destroyed'. Other sets have 'people' and 'things' being 'knocked down'
by the 'down pouring rain'. These sets are also in the support for the 'boats sunk by rains' sets from
previous ALTA reports.
Record snow all through next Summer? Yes, 'record snow' for Summer in the northern hemisphere.
And, then, in the longer term data, 'record snow', and 'new glaciers form' for the 'summer (southern
hemisphere, 2018)'.
Volcanoes back into the news. More 'eruptions' are forecast for these next four years. However the first
language about 'volcanoes' will also involve yet more 'rain'. These sets are discussing 'dirty rain' that
will have lots of 'volcanic ash' in the 'mix'. These sets have the 'wet ash' being 'near to concrete' as it
'drys out'. A lot of 'damage language' from the 'volcano ash in the rains'.
There are a significant number of new sets for 'volcano' being a cause for 'diaspora' as 'whole towns' are
indicated to be 'evacuated'. Other 'populations centers' are indicated to be 'covered (in) night' during
'days of volcano eruption'. Lots of 'ash', and 'infrastructure damage' as the 'volcano' is forecast as
having 'spitting fits' in which 'hard particles' will be 'explosively expelled'. These are indicated to 'cause
fires', and 'damage electrical systems'. Other impacts are showing as being on 'air and ship travel'.
There are also sets indicating that 'lake regions' and 'resorts' are going to be 'evacuated', that later
everyone will come to realize was really 'abandonment'.
Both 'record summer snows' (and record winter snows) as well as 'volcanoes' are showing up as being a
dominant theme across the northern hemisphere over the remainder of 2017 and beyond. These data
sets are still accruing longer term data types at a steady pace. The descriptors have many new place
names such as 'Rome', and several other 'southern Italian cities' as being 'snow bound' in winter, and
suffering problems to 'excessively rainy', and then 'rapidly hot' weather patterns prior to a 'harsh and
cold winter'.
Within the many forms of 'rain' references, the data has developed some sub sets themes that are
consistent across the many descriptors. One of these patterns that has developed is a repeated
appearance of 'squalls', and language around the idea of 'waves of storms' that will be 'traveling
thousands of miles'. The idea is that the 'rivers in the sky' which used to 'dump' their contents over just
a reasonably small area of land below, will now be 'raining (more or less continuously, though in 'small
waves')' for 'thousands of miles'. In some of the descriptor sets there is language for 'continent spanning
rivers in the sky' in which 'rain' is falling within the 'band' for the entire length of the 'river in the sky'.
Within the longer term sets that are also accruing in the supporting chain is to be found language that
suggests that at some point in the not too distant future, these 'rivers in the sky' will be 'raining in a
band across a whole continent' for an extended period of 'weeks' if not 'months'. Repeated for clarity.
The descriptors are suggesting that the 'raining river in the sky' will continue to 'dump waves of rain
along its entire length while spanning a continent' for 'several weeks'. The data sets have this 'rain
event' being 'barely noticed' among the rest of the 'odd weather' planet wide, however, the 'social
impacts' are described as 'severe', and 'life changing' for those who live 'under the river'. The data also
has descriptors for the impact of the 'continuously raining river in the sky' on business, especially
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'transportation', both terrestrial, and 'airborne'. The details are describing people 'moving out' from the
'rain waves' in such numbers as to create new phrases and to reassign meanings to language. Such
forecasts include 'seeing the light' as meaning 'seeing out from under the edge river in the sky' to both
'travelers', and 'residents' who will be 'leaving' the 'oppression' of the 'continuous rain' as well as the
'constant gray'.
There are many sets suggesting that the 'river in the sky' will not be singular, though only one instance
has 'continent spanning' in the supporting chain. There are other data sets suggesting that there will be
something of a 'spontaneous tourist industry' that will spring up along the 'southern and northern
“banks”' of the 'river in the sky'. Other sets have the 'lands' under at least one of these 'rivers' to be
'desert' before the 'rains came', and then to be 'eroded, corroded, and filled' by the 'weeks long torrents'.
These 'rivers in the sky' are distinctly not like monsoons, nor hurricanes, and are described as having
'clearly defined edges' with the impression coming up from the detail sets that one could 'step in and
out of the rain' (more or less) due to the 'cohesion' of the 'downpour'.
In spite of all the 'rain rain rain' language, some of which is in supporting chains for 'new glaciers',
there are many new sets for 'bands' of 'sudden', and 'deep dryness', that are also going to be
accompanied by 'drought conditions', and 'rapid heating'. These sets have the intensity, at the 'perceived
level' of 'sunlight' being 'burning', 'heating', and 'damaging' all within 'few minutes' of 'direct exposure'.
There are many cross links over to GlobalPop for these sets.
The data for the 'solar damage' includes not only humans, but now references to 'ice masses' at the
poles. The data sets have the 'south pole' calving the 'large ice mass', only to be 'upstaged' by the
'clustering (of) large numbers of ice bergs' across 'northern seas'. The data sets have the 'Atlantic ocean'
being very 'difficult passages' with many reports and videos coming out over this Summer (northern
hemisphere) and well into these next two years of 'ice bergs' in large numbers. There are sets for several
'shipping accidents'. These sets have the 'ice bergs going walk-about' being supported by 'grinding' of
the 'polar ice' by 'shifting' that will neither 'noticed' nor 'acknowledged'. The idea is that 'stress created
passages' will be 'cut into the northern polar ice' that will be 'releasing ice bergs' constantly for years.
The data sets have maintained growth in the 'winds' and 'affected ocean currents' over 2016 and into
this year. These sets have 'winds' being responsible for 'oceanic activities' including 'rescue' as some
'ships (cruise ship maybe?)' become stuck in relation to the 'ice berg continent'. The problem showing
with the 'ice berg continent' as being most impacting to humans is the interruption of shipping, and the
'increasingly long routes'.
The 'ice berg continent' sets would have this be a very long term problem that will be both 'continuous',
and 'shifting'. The data has the 'continent of ice bergs' going through many changes including 'breaking
up', and 're-forming', and 'growing' over these next decades. The data sets have the 'continent' gaining
its own 'name' and 'legal status' as humans 'interact' with it. Claims of 'ownership' aside, the 'early
explorers' are indicated to become 'mega global internet fabulous' as the phenomenon becomes 'visible'
in the media.
The 'ice berg walk-about masses' are indicated to be causing problems for the 'winds industry' as well
as 'oil drilling', and the 'shipping' in the 'support' of these industries over 2017 and beyond. The data has
many 'accidents' that will be causing 'break downs' in both the 'windmills', as well as the 'transmission
lines'. This last arises in sets that seem to be showing the 'ice bergs' being 'directed into shore' by
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'currents'. These sets have the 'local military' being called out to 'bomb', and 'blow up' the ice bergs
before they 'blocked ports'. The idea from the data is that the 'ice berg' will be 'gouging the underwater
profiles' causing 'problems' for 'cables'.
Yet more problems for 'shipping', both across water and 'airplanes' are showing up as 'sudden icing
incidents'. In several of these sets we have 'tons of ice' being referenced as 'accumulating on metal in
minutes'. These sets also have reference to 'ice storms (on the) oceans' as the 'winds' become
increasingly 'unsettled' across much of the northern hemisphere. These sets have 'waterspouts' acting as
'sources' or 'drawing water up' that later comes back down in the form of 'ice storm (in) mid ocean'.
Other problems for the 'communications industries' are forecast to include 'wonky satellite' that is
indicated to cause 'fears' of an 'alien invasion' as 'strange effects' become 'frequent' in 'satellite
transmission television'. These same 'satellites' are also showing up as having 'data transmission
problems' with regards to 'weather data'. Both of these are temporal markers for 'seismic activities
increase'. There are cross links within these sets over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where the
terminating sets include 'plasma(s)', and 'upper ionosphere lightning' as impacting both 'on ground' and
'space based communications'.
Without regard to the 'rain train' sets, there are sets describing a new 'weather wonder' which is
described as 'near perfect conditions'. Problem is, the 'near perfect conditions' are going to 'persist'. So
the idea is not particularly bad, perhaps, but is described as being 'large geographic areas' that will be
having 'glorious Spring weather' over these next few months, including even into Summer and Fall
(northern hemisphere). The description in the data sets would have the language turn from 'laudatory',
and 'praising', to 'wonderment' as these conditions simply do not change. A significant part of these sets
will be the 'sharp contrast' to other, even 'near by (close)' locations where 'fierce weather' is forecast to
be 'devastating populations'. These sets continue to describe these 'near perfect conditions' as being
'beautiful', and 'exceptional Spring days'. The describing sets also include geographic references for
places as diverse as the 'east coast USA' and 'central Russia', and 'Siberia'. There are a few sets for areas
in Australia, though in the main the phenomenon is mainly located in the northern hemisphere. The
phenomenon does not show as being a problem until modelspace is moved into late June and the
beginning of Summer, northern hemisphere.
At that point, the 'near perfect Spring day' sets start gaining supporting sets for 'gentle drought', and
'slow growing', and 'weak expression (of plants)'. The idea from these sets is that the 'growing season'
has been locally altered due to the 'weak sun', and 'low rain levels'. The whole of these sets in general
are expressing a 'gentle distress' with nothing being shockingly wrong, but also, nothing being 'normal'
such that local production levels for 'food crops' are affected. This grows as modelspace is progressed
through Summer and into Fall. By then the data shows the 'remarkable weather' to have created very
'dominating changes'. These sets have places that would have been 'hot and humid' to be 'pleasantly
cool', and even 'slightly chilly' at night. The net result would seem to be that the 'local population' is
going to participate in the 'food crop failures' by 'wrong crop choice' and planting 'hot weather zone
vegetables' where 'cool weather crops' will be now growing.
These data sets have several very long term indicators that are forecasting a 'stability' to emerge in
weather patterns by early 2040s. The forecast would have the patterns until then to be both 'unstable'
and 'unpredictable'. This last is a supporting aspect for the 'pleasant Spring day' that simply 'stays too
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long', as well as the 'rain trains' that 'link up over mid-ocean' and then 'wander across the continents,
dumping vast amounts of water along the way'.
The 'rain trains' are forecast as becoming a 'life changing phenomenon' that will 'shift populations'. This
is forecast to happen as a result of 'drying up (of) lush valleys' as the 'rain train' will 'divert rain water'
from areas, as well as by 'filling up valleys' as 'lakes of water' are 'poured from the sky'. The sets for the
'drying up' are themselves supported by twin aspects of 'desiccated land', and 'no rains'. The 'desiccated
land' is indicated to arise from the 'no (or greatly reduced) rains'. The 'desiccated lands' show up as
being 'formerly downstream' from the 'no rains' areas, or connected by a 'common aquifer'. These sets
are part of the larger 'patch work' or 'mixed weather spread' across the planet these next few years that
apparently will alter the 'view from space' of the landscape.
Other areas within the Terra entity include sets that are also participants in the 'altered view from
space'. These sets are pointing toward the 'Indian Ocean' as being a 'new lands rising' location in the
near term future, with the 'first hints' of the 'new lands' apparently to be 'visible on satellites' in 2017.
These 'new lands rising' sets also have supporting sets for 'disruptions' of both 'ocean currents', and
'trans Indian ocean shipping routes'. The 'shipping routes' alteration is apparently not due to the 'new
lands' rising up underneath them, but rather because of 'strong currents' in both sea and atmosphere that
will be 'forcing change' on the 'shipping industry'.

Your Global Populace changes....
GlobalPop
Yet more long term data about 'rejuvenation'. Please note the word means 'return to youth', or
'recovering youthful vigor'. These sets do not specifically include the 'beauty' impacts of 'rejuvenation'.
Rather here we are specifically referring to 'new youth', or 'longevity', and other language that goes to
both 'increased life span', as well as 'increase in health (over) life span'. In these sets, we have new data
that ties directly to our 'Antarctica The Discovery' sets from this and previous ALTA reports. These new
sets have 'anti-aging' in the 'return to youth' sense being a rising meme with a near term peak in August
2017 as the data discusses 'several new treatments (for aging)'. What is notable within these data sets
are the forecasts of a big 'popular upset' as 'rumors of celebrities reverse aging' begin to spread very
very rapidly. The data has the 'rumors' being caused by 'appearances of sudden youth' as well as the
'denied stories' of 'face lifts', and 'stem cell injections'. These sets are saying the 'public does not buy
proffered explanations', and that 'big head aches' are created for the 'power elite', as well as the
'entertainment celebrity elites' as the 'public begins clamoring' for the 'rumored secret fountain of
youth'.
The data sets have many people attempting to 'take advantage' of the 'fountain of youth frenzy' and as a
consequence, many more people will become involved in 'medical emergencies', and 'fatalities', and
other 'bad body experiences'. The data sets have some 'countries', and 'regions' that will 'enact laws'
with seriously harsh penalties for 'fake rejuvenation' materials. Nowhere more so than ChinaPop. Many
of these sets have ChinaPop 'reacting badly' to 'rejuvenation fakers' to the point of having 'many public
executions'. There are some sets indicating that the 'reaction' will be very common globally, in that a
'new ethos' will evolve about 'damaging potential (for a future)' in which 'life extension fakers' will be
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deemed 'equal to murderers'.
Other sets within the 'fountain of youth frenzy' sets are also tied to the 'health aids (technology)' from
Antarctica, and the emergence of 'new social phenomenon (or memes)'. These sets have 'memes
manifesting' in the form of 'new outpourings' from the 'fashion minds' as the 'younger generations'
begin to 'react to changing planetary conditions'. These sets have a 'gaslight look' appearing within the
'fashions' being offered as the 'designers' (not referencing major brands, but rather 'street clothiers') will
be 'providing adaptations' for the 'changing planetary conditions'. These 'adaptations' show up as
'helmets', and 'goggles' for 'sunlight protection'. The 'helmets' sets are showing that a 'schism develops'
within several 'western populations' in which 'women' will refuse to 'wear protective hoods or head
scarves' (due to 'religious reasons'), and will instead 'create' a new form of 'hair friendly helmet (antisolar radiation hats)'. Other data sets have the 'climate reaction clothing' to be a fairly large 'industry' by
mid 2018 at several spots around the planet. Some of these sets are referencing a 'global depression' as
being a 'space creation effect (opens a power vacuum in several industries)' that 'boosts' the 'new
creators' and their 'climate clothes'.
There is new growth in older sets for the 'mummy ships'. The sets had tapered off growth after reaching
a point of describing an 'island nation' where a 'ship wreck discovery' would include 'mummies' that
would be 'exciting to the powers that be'. In the last growth in this older set, a description of 'floating
power plant ship tethered to the project' was presented. After that, there has been little growth. As of
this date that has changed with new growth for this set within both the 'elites attracted', and 'industrial
level salvage operation' supporting sets. The new growth now includes more descriptors for 'deep
diving' and 'recovery', and 'retrieval' of 'technology', not just 'mummies', though there is new growth in
these sets as well.
These new sets may be hinting that this 'recovery operation' is not in the Caribbean Sea as had been the
conclusion initially. There are repeated references that still support the Caribbean Sea location, but as
noted earlier, place names are confusing when aggregated.
The issue of location set aside, the island is described as being 'inhabited', and 'green', and 'productive',
this last meaning 'agriculture exported'. This is a key reference as there are descriptors for 'old loading
docks' with 'new purpose', and the 'power plant ship'. This last is where the data shows that a 'problem'
develops as the 'ship' becomes so 'active' in 'power generation' as to 'show up on satellites'. There are
also descriptors that are suggesting the 'mummy ship wreck retrieval operation' may well become
'visible' on 'internet satellite maps' and that the 'secrets revealed' aspect of this is what brings out the
other elements of visibility of the forecast.
As modelspace is progressed through May, and from about the 19th onward, there are several new
linguistic sets that are both competing, and cooperating. A major developing theme is indicated to be
'breaking out' during this time as 'ordinary women' are being 'forced out (by circumstances)' into
'leadership roles'. These sets have obvious connections to the elections within Europe, but are primarily
not focusing on the 'electoral' side of politics, but rather the 'power' side. These sets are in the
supporting chain for the 'women and gold' in IrelandPop, and for the 'women fight back' within the
ScandanaviaPop. These sets have the competing themes of 'war' versus 'rising power shifts (around
ordinary women)'. These sets have the 'war' meme being very powerful for a few months as
competition for our attention, but modelspace has the 'ordinary women in power' persisting for years
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and the 'war shouting' only lasting a few months.
The 'war' language is not restricted to fighting between countries, and will include the 'inter-population
battles' that are appearing all around the planet with specific intensity within the 'western dollar
empire'. From the PopWar between the 'indigenous people', and the 'invading migrations' in Europe, to
the 'anarchist communist versus constitutionalist street battles' in USAPop, the data has 'contention'
and 'fighting' as theme-of-the-month for a few months over late Spring and into Summer, northern
hemisphere. The 'acting out badly', and 'bad behavior' is showing as being dominant over the Spring
within the language, but is being relegated to a lower level of activity as modelspace is moved through
August.
The data has some points of 'calm' developing as within GlobalPop as 'new technology' is forecast to
begin 'breaking up (the) economic depression obstructions'. These are showing as appearing in many
spots across the planet, but the first 'flush' of the 'new technology (in the) economy' is indicated to be
within the 'southern hemisphere', with a big presence in Africa.
Also popping up as a big presence in the 'Africa' sets of the GlobalPop entity are numerous sets for
'commercial archaeology'. These sets are not limited to 'Africa', and include 'Australian coast', and
'(north) American south west', and other geographic references. These sets for 'commercial
archaeology' are gaining support in the primary positions by sets for 'quest', and 'targeted', and other
language going to the idea that 'specific targets' are being sought by the 'growing commercial
archaeology “industry”'. These sets are also forecasting that 'commercial archaeology' will 'take notice
of itself' across the planet in 2017. Some of these sets have 'convention' and 'gathering' as taking place
in 2018 that will be noted as the 'founding' of the occupation. There are many cross links from this area
over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where we have termination in sets for 'extra terrestrial', and 'space
alien' as contributing to the 'source' that 'drives commercial archaeology'. These sets are also within the
supporting chain for 'disclosure'. There are many sets indicating that 'personalities' within the 'woo-woo
world' are going to be 'part of', or at least 'approached' by the 'commercial archaeology groups' over
these next few years as the whole of the 'study area' heats up with 'fantastic discoveries'.

FoodsSpace
There are several differing 'food crops', everything from 'commercial grains' to 'private fruit cultivars',
that are forecast to have a significant 'problem' going forward into this next 'season shift'. This is to say
that the 'summer', northern hemisphere, is going to be rough in the sense of 'bad weather', and 'major
crop losses' that will reach levels forecast to affect 'regional employment'. These 'food crop losses' sets
are, in the shorter term, also gaining new supporting sets for 'bad location' relative to 'shifting weather
patterns'. There are many sets for 'crop losses' due to 'failure to thrive' as well as 'drying out (during
what should be wet season)', and 'out of season cold', and 'low light levels', and 'delayed flowering (out
of sync with pollinators)', and many other sets for a 'failure to produce', at least to 'previous or expected
levels'.
Many of the 'failure of production to meet expectations' sets are directly holding 'insects' as a
supporting value sets, or are cross linked over to such sets. These sets are all pointing to 'weather
impacts' on the 'pollinator communities' as being a 'primary cause' for the 'food crop crash (of)
2017/2018'. These sets are further supported by Terra entity sets for 'UV radiation', and 'airborne
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radiation', as well as our favorite contributing factor for all things negative these days, 'chemtrails'.
The data sets are also showing 'chemtrails' to be a contributing factor for the growth of large, new, and
deadly, insect populations. These 'insect induced fatality' episodes are indicated to include at least one
'jet airplane' indicated to 'crash on take off (or landing)' due to 'volume of insects' affecting its ability to
fly.

PopWar
New data sets are accruing to the PopWar linguistic structure forecasting an acceleration of the meme
over these next few months as the 'unknown energies from space' continue to ramp up the 'nervous
sensitivity' of humanity in general. Further, the data has the 'weather' over Spring and Summer in the
northern hemisphere as also contributing to the 'emotional' and 'mental pressures' that drive PopWar.
The new sets have yet more confrontations in USAPop between 'generations', though mostly the 'fight'
is not described as being 'generational' in nature, and is really an expression of 'deep state' battles
between humanists, and their opposition. The USAPop theater of PopWar is indicated to be expressed'
as 'generational war' as the 'battles' will be between 'young' and 'old'. The data sets are focusing on the
'age separation' as this will be attempted to be used as a wedge to 'enlarge' the 'confrontation'. While not
working as expected, the 'mainstream propaganda media' will be continuing to 'pimp and pump stress
and disaffection'.
The expression of PopWar across the 'western dollar empire' is indicated to expand to include
CanadaPop as of 2017. These sets have 'radical islam' and 'invading migrants' as being the 'hot topics'
throughout CanadaPop as the 'population' and the 'ruling government' begin to collectively 'grapple'
with the 'invasion', and seemingly 'distance (from each other)' in terms of approach. The data has the
'Canadian officialdom' being 'accommodating' to the 'growing river (of) invading migrants' who will be
seen as 'a threat' by the 'local population'.
PopWar sets for USAPop are indicating that the 'street battles' are going to be both 'comic' and 'tragic'
as the 'engineered political tensions' within USAPop are sporadically moved to the forefront of public
discussion by these 'street battles'. In general the 'street battles' in USAPop are showing up as 'theater',
more than 'revolution', in spite of claims to the contrary by the 'instigators'. There are many sets
pointing toward 'armed confrontations'. Most of these are without any robust fill levels from supporting
sets of details, so at this point in the processing, it would appear that these will be 'words' more than
'deeds'.
There are a number of sets for 'comic battles', not that the 'pain', and 'blood', and 'suffering' will not be
real, but rather will stem from 'comic circumstances'. In several examples in the data sets we have
'protesters against capitalism' inadvertently crossing paths with 'muslim adherents' who are 'thinking to
be protecting turf', and the hilarity will ensue. In other sets, there are some references to 'jewish parents'
who will be 'volunteering' as 'community police', and will be out 'busting heads' of 'protesters' only to
discover their 'own children/grandchildren' opposing them as the kids are out 'behaving badly'.

Break-awayPop
The Break-awayPop is our container that describes the 'new society' that has developed around, and
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within the 'Special Access Projects' of the 'USA (and other western) governments', otherwise known as
'black projects'. Primarily centered in North America, and the 'military', there are significant sized
outposts of the Break-awayPop in both Australia and Antarctica according to the data sets.
We were colonized by banks. If you were born after 1913, you are living in the colonies, of an invisible
dollar empire. The data sets are now showing that the 'employees' of the 'dollar empire' which includes
all of 'globalist governments'. In the 'USA faction' of the 'dollar empire' sets have language for the
Break-awayPop running into the 'peak government' phenomenon in that the 'dollar pipeline' is forecast
as 'failing' due to 'peak government' in which 'government' begins to 'war within itself' which in turn
exposes 'flaws in system design'. And this in its turn is indicated to lead to the 'break-away' part of the
'Break-awayPop'.
The data sets have the 'dynamics of popular opinion' becoming aware of the 'faction A vs faction B' of
the Deep State (not the Break-awayPop, but its parent) such that the 'expressions of popular opinion'
are going to hit the 'media' in 'open', and 'public' debate about the 'merits' of each of the 'hidden sides' of
the 'deep state'. The data sets have the 'public debate' causing 'fits' and 'seizures' within the BreakawayPop as the 'public develops (a) fascination' for all things Break-awayPop, and 'deep state'. This is
indicated to be especially emotionally 'hot' around the subject of 'break-away population energy
infrastructure' and 'healing devices'.
Other 'public scrutiny' sets have 'psychic supplements' being 'leaked out' of the Break-awayPop. These
data sets have the 'psychic supplements' being 'revealed' in that the 'substance' will be 'reputed' to
'escalate psychic abilities' to the point of 'certainty'. These 'psychic supplements' are not for everyone as
the data has 'mental accidents', and 'damage (to) minds' being the result as the release of the
'knowledge' about the 'psychic supplements' becomes 'wide spread'. The data has the 'psychic
supplements' as a group being 'made illegal' by many of the 'governments' across the planet with the
'general knowledge' of their 'release'. The data has 'illegal manufacturers' springing up globally, and all
manner of problems resulting over these next years. These sets are cross linked to both the
SpaceGoatFarts entity, and the Markets entity. The forecasts have the 'psychic supplements' to be
'rumors' before being 'substantiated' by 'public displays' that will essentially, 'unmask' the 'human
augmentation' aspects of the Break-awayPop.
These 'psychic supplements' are not devices, at least as described within the data, but rather are very
'complex substances' that will be 'ingested' with the 'resulting changes' to 'psychic ability'. At first seen
as merely a 'casino trick', it will soon dawn on people that 'real power' can be had from these 'psychic
boosting substances' as the 'corporate and intelligence worlds' are indicated to 'come unglued' at the
thought of 'psychic spies' running around. This in turn is going to lead to various new forms of work for
people to try to figure out ways to stop the 'psychic spying', once it starts up.
As modelspace is moved through 2017 and 2018, the Break-awayPop sets have the general public
'fascination' with all things Break-awayPop reaching a point of discovering that the Break-awayPop
uses 'non-metallic implants' to 'track' and 'record (the thoughts)' of people within their organization.
This is indicated to lead to the thought that 'abductees' also have such 'mind bugs' planted in them. This
is indicated to lead to all manner of silly behavior including some people insistent on examination by
doctors to be certain that no 'recording devices' have been implanted. The data would have the
'screening' be an organized effort by the US (and other) military lasting years that begins with the
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'technicians', then the 'doctors', then the 'upper military', then on and on down the chain of command.
The data shows they will find a few implants not put there by them.

AustraliaPop
The 'abandoned inhabited caverns' that are going to be 'discovered officially' in the near future
according to the data accretion patterns, are showing up in AustraliaPop sets as being 'huge', 'giant', and
with 'clear signs of habitation' going back 'tens of thousands of years'. These sets are being filled with
new data for 'commercial archaeology' taking place under the 'guise' of 'mineral exploration', and
'mining'. The data would define 'commercial archaeology' as something akin to 'corporation treasure
hunter seeking ancient intellectual property'.
Many of the AustraliaPop sets are also very extensively cross linked over to the USAPop, or are
directly held sets that also have similar sets within USAPop. Most of the USAPop sets are also cross
linked either to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, or have Antarctica within directly held, or cross linked sets.
These USAPop linked sets are dominated by 'money' and 'commodities', and have extensive, internal to
AustraliaPop, cross links over to the 'commercial archaeology' sub sets. A majority of these sets are
shorter term values, with growing immediacy sets. The implication is for some near-term future
breakout of the 'commercial archaeology' story within AustraliaPop. These sets have details that are
tying 'commercial archaeology' in Australia hinterlands with 'mummies', and 'pyramids', as well as
'gold relics', and 'gold hoards', and 'deep underground structures'.
AustraliaPop is difficult as an entity for interpretation. A smallish population base, but very vocal, with
lots of prescient words, but very much linguistic insular, and seemingly self isolating. The already
daunting ambiguity of english is further exacerbated by the nature of AustraliaPop and what they do to
context within their part of the language.
We have a large number of sets that are all growing rapidly in AustraliaPop. These sets are very
diverse, and are in hundreds of separate linguistic structures. They are all linked via directly held values
or cross links over to 'geology', as in the science of the study of earth, specifically, it's rocks and
minerals. Some of these sets are also cross linked over to the 'ancient Pharaohs' and other 'Egyptian
artifact' sets, but in the main, the majority do not have such cross links.
The 'geology' sets within AustraliaPop have sets for 'crystals', that include specific references to 'pink
quartz'. These geology sets are indicated to cause a great deal of excitement both in Australia, and the
rest of the planet. The geology sets have many cross links over to China, and are indicating that new
'business ventures' of some 'gigantic size' will be 'discussed' over Winter (southern hemisphere) 2017 as
the 'early news' of the 'crystal discovery' will be made. Note that while we have lots of language for
'crystals', the data does not show that the 'crystal' itself is in any way valuable, rather the data has the
presence of these particular kind of crystals, in the quantity, and quality, as being indicative of some
very valuable minerals. The idea is that these crystals will be found in such a place that they will be
associated with 'gold', and less so 'silver', but even more intriguing, will be 'rare earths' in the mix. The
data suggests that the 'quantity' of the what will be discovered is going to get lots of people very
excited.
New growth in AustraliaPop sets also includes hints of a 'bet gone bad' leading to 'harsh words'
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between 'former friends'. While just a 'spat' that does not even involve any punching, these 'harsh
words' are indicated to 'spark' an 'advertising war' in Australia that is forecast as 'transforming' the
'middle kingdoms (of) corporate management'. These sets have many Australians behaving quite 'oddly'
as well as 'dressing oddly' as a result of these 'advertising wars'. The data is NOT describing pretty
Australian women wearing less clothing, though the same may not be true for not-so-pretty Australian
men.

CanadaPop
CanadaPop is indicated to have to deal with very large 'forest fires' that will be one of the major themes
of this Summer (northern hemisphere). These sets have the 'connection' between the 'fires' and
'chemtrails' to be brought up in the 'national discussion' about the 'fires destroying Canadian forest
lands'. These sets have many people being involved in the 'fires' as in 'fleeing', and 'being trapped', and
'having residence destroyed'. Other issues from the fires include 'significant illness', and 'loss of power
(electricity)', and 'roads burned', and 'towns destroyed'. These sets are showing as being temporally
close to lots of language about 'brilliant (bright/dominating) sun', and 'intense afternoon sun light', and
other language about the 'sun impact'.
There are a number of sets that have the 'invading migrant population' within CanadaPop being
'impacted' by the 'fire season'. These sets would have 'migrant population' being 'shifted about' due to
the 'fires' as well as being 'blamed for them' by 'displaced locals'. Not a good situation, and some
additional supporting sets have the 'Canadian self image' being 'redefined' in the 'ashes' of this 'fire
season'.
In one of the sub sets are suggestions that 'burning bugs' by the 'billions' will be an actual 'flame river'
in the sky that will 'leap fire boundaries (lines)' by 'kilometers'. These sets are cross linked over to Terra
entity 'chemtrails' impact sets. These sets have a detail picture being painted of the fires first scaring the
bugs away from the 'destroyed forests' in their 'billions'. Then, as the 'bug rivers' are in the air, the 'tail
end' is indicated to 'burst into flame' that will be 'seen traveling the length of the bug river'. These sets
are quite bizarre sounding, but please note, no more so than our first encounter with the now infamous
'rivers in the atmosphere'.

ChinaPop
The data sets have ChinaPop becoming 'enamored with gold' in a 'new way' as the linguistics show a
'fad' emerging of 'micro gold investing', that will 'pick up' in China as 'digital (public) gold' become the
'vehicle' for 'distributing gold' through and into the 'population'. There are several sets going to the idea
of the 'need' for the central Chinese authorities to have ChinaPop more 'deeply involved' in 'gold'.
These sets are also forecasting that there will emerge a 'distributed ledger' form of 'gold trading' via
'smart phone'.
The data sets are indicating that the 'first blush' of the 'phone gold' will be coincident with the 'breakaway gold' and 'break-away silver' that is forecast for the last week in May. The data sets have
'geopolitical events', and perhaps more significantly, 'geopolitical announcements' that are forecast to
be 'propelling' the 'rushing' of 'gold' and 'silver' to new highs.
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ChinaPop data sets have new sets for 'Africa' as the 'way out' of the 'internal debt crisis'. These sets
have the 'riots' and 'threats of riots' being the 'motivator' for the 'embark to Africa' campaign. The data
sets have the 'Chinese central authorities' as reacting to the 'internal debt crisis'. These sets have the
'currencies crisis' within the 'global currencies trading system' as being the prompt for the 'Chinese
central authorities' to be 'revamping' their 'financial system'. There are many sets that indicate that the
'revamp' or 'new liquidity floods' will be targeting specific industries, but also will include a very large
'lend to Africa so they can buy our stuff' campaign. This is also indicated to be followed up by an
'embark to Africa (go work there)' campaign aimed at reducing unemployment in China in the
engineering trades as well as boosting Chinese presence in the 'key mining regions'.
ChinaPop has very large growth in all the data sets relating to 'debt', and 'currencies', and 'money'.
Many of these sets are suggesting very large disruptions in the status of ChinaPop 'currency', and
'monetary policy'. Other sets for 'corporations' have supporting sets for Chinese 'central authorities'
being under stress from the 'social unrest' that is being expressed around the 'failing currencies'. Several
new sets are forecasting 'currencies distress' over Summer (northern hemisphere) that are indicated to
'spread beyond China'. These sets have the 'currencies distress' as participating in the 'pain' that will be
felt at the USAPop Federal Reserve. These sets have the 'currencies crisis' being a 'hot rock' that will be
'passed around' between the major global powers over this year and into early 2018. The longer term
sets have a 'Chinese solution' being offered later in 2018 that will have long legs extending out into
2045.
The 'Chinese solution' is indicated to be getting a great deal of press in 2018, as well as to be 'inciting
rancor' and 'hatred', though most of this would seem to be coming from the (by then) clearly 'self
isolating political criminals' in USAPop. The 'Chinese solution' sets are in the direct supporting chain
for longer term forecasts of 'global meetings', and 'planetary discussions', that had been forecast many
years ago to be starting up in 2017.
Many of the data sets are focusing on the changing 'global context' around 'trade' as the 'Chinese
initiating trade deals' seems to spread out over the planet in 2017 and 2018. These data sets have
'surprised (local) government officialdom' who will be 'learning' of many of the 'trade deals with China'
when the 'news hits the internet'. In other words, the data sets are forecasting that many of the 'China
buys up earth' sets are also showing it to be a 'clandestine shopping expedition'. There are many sets in
ChinaPop for the 'mystery' that will be focusing (for young Chinese) on 'one of their own' who will be
seen to 'go to Hollywood', and because there will be 'no sensible explanation', the data is forecasting
many months of 'gossip, speculation, wonder, horror, and excitement' all to be developing from the
'WHY did (he or she) do it” aspect of the 'situation' around this 'famous personality' going to
'Hollywood'. Apparently all will be revealed by December as there are other sets indicating a huge
'clamor', and giant chatter outpouring across ChinaPop when the 'famous personality returns'. There are
hints within these sets, and via cross links over to USAPop, that the 'famous personality' is going to
become a 'Chinese cross over celebrity' within USAPop, though not for any of the reasons that may
make sense once we know who this person is, but rather from the 'chance meeting', followed by
'subsequent interactions' with a very famous USAPop personality. The data sets are quite explicit about
who the famous USAPop person is, but that will remain a secret to be self-revealing as the forecast
events manifest. {ed note: it will be more fun that way.}.
Other ChinaPop sets have the 'China goes to Space' effort gaining more energy over Summer in China,
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as 'launches' are not the only statistics showing the 'Chinese effort' in space. The data has new growth
in sets for 'massive building efforts' directed at 'space ports', and 'mysterious facilities' in 'wilderness
mountain ranges'. The 'space effort' for China is also showing as involving 'archaeologists'. These sets
are forecasting that some information about the 'archaeologists in space' meme will be coming out of
translated 'central party documents' later in 2017 or early 2018.
There are additional sets for ChinaPop forming 'space academies' in a form of 'technology spread' into
Chinese society. The details would have 'space academies' being formed to train workers for 'space port
duties' as well as 'near earth orbit work'. These sets are suggesting that ChinaPop will develop a 'model'
of the 'space academy' as being a template for their education efforts nationally. These sets have the
Chinese central authorities pushing the 'China in space' meme for dozens of reasons, but none so
emotionally laden as the 'collective vision steers many feet' idea. These sets are forecasting that the
Chinese central authorities have taken Buckminster Fuller's admonition to heart, and are 'inventing that
which will replace' their 'old system'.

DeutschePop
Die Wahrheit (truth) is coming. The data sets have a 'bulge', also described as a 'ball', and a 'collection'
of 'secrets revealed'. These sets are showing a 'science and industry project' as being the 'springboard'
for this particular 'truth bomb'.
Other 'truth bombs' are showing as emerging due to the 'political shakeups' on-going throughout
Europe. The DeutschePop component of this 'populism wave' has a 'symbolism' issue coming to the
public discussion as the 'truth' is forecast to be 'very damaging' to 'elite plans'. The data has a large
supporting sub set for 'political shake up', and 'internal political fracturing' that is forecast to be
temporally coincident with 'big banking derivatives problems'. The idea from the data sets is that
'political will' in DeutschePop is 'weakened' at just the time that 'backbone' is required to 'shove TPTB
agenda ahead' in spite of 'building adverse circumstances'.
The 'banking derivatives problems' are indicated to 'grow over May (in Germany)' to the point that
'failures' of 'commercial enterprises' become a 'government concern' in early Summer. It is as
modelspace is progressed through August that the larger amount of data fills supporting sets for
DeutschePop 'financial hysteria (from the population)'. These sets have 'hyperinflation' as primary
supporting sub set. The 'hyperinflation' language is indicated to become a dominating discussion in
DeutschePop from that point onward in 2017.

FrancoPop
Viva la France.

IndiaPop
Strife and contention. The data sets have IndiaPop joining most of the rest of the planet in the
'confusion' of 'currencies (in) crisis'. As expressions of this within IndiaPop the data has forecasts for
'very little gold', and 'new attractions for silver' reaching the point of 'shutting down retail jewelers' as
the 'gold supply' becomes 'tenuous'. The data sets in supporting positions in the 'gold gone' sets within
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IndiaPop are also forecasting that 'currencies in crisis' is going to be 'destroying markets', and 'dropping
(valuations)' for many 'technology companies'. Some of these sets have 'silver shortage' being a
component, but many of the other supporting sets are descriptors for 'credit freeze'. The 'credit freeze'
sets are supported by 'bankrupt lender' and 'no letters (of credit)' for 'foreign purchases'.

ItalyPop
Yet more 'court drama' is being forecast for ItalyPop. These 'courts drama' sets are specifically 'EU'
focused and have repeated supporting sub sets containing descriptors for 'fist fights (in court, over
'national money (debt) derivatives')' as well as 'shouting contests (between) attorneys' in front of 'pubic
TV'.
Other future news is forecast to include yet more 'earthquake' and 'volcano' and 'falling rock', and
'shaking buildings' as a seeming 'wave of seismic activities' develops over Summer of 2017. There are
sets for 'roadways disturbed', and 'broken shop windows', and 'damaged wineries', and 'buildings
shifting', and other sets that are not very helpful for location purposes. However within at least two of
the 'seismic activities', the data sets have 'marinas' and 'displaced yachts', as well as 'cars (on docks)'
that will 'roll into the retreating tide'.
Yet more 'escalating street battles' as the PopWar extends into the far south of Italy with local
populations being recorded as 'beating incoming migrants' as they 'embark boats'. These and other sets
are forecasting a renewal of the 'running street battles' in which 'local residents' will be fighting 'groups'
of 'invading migrants'. These sets have the 'street battles' becoming 'wide spread', 'violent', and
'government altering' over Summer, 2017.
What is labeled in the data sets as 'the Hot Italian Summer' is indicated to be 'initiated/sparked' by a
'street vendor (coffee?)'.

ScandanaviaPop
Social contracts are still showing as being 'under stress' to the point that 'media' as a 'state supporting
institution' is forecast as being 'impacted'. The 'stress' sets are supported by 'invading migrants' as the
proximate cause for the 'journalist revolt', as well as the 'media (truth) pollution'.
Other problems for ScandanaviaPop beyond the many problems created by the 'invading migrants', are
indicated to include 'oil revenue', and 'resources revenue' being 'depressed', just as the 'western, dollarbased, global economy' has language indicating a 'big reduction', and 'move into depression'. These sets
related to the broader ScandanaviaPop 'economy', as well as 'financial system' are forecast to be putting
pressures on the already 'failing social contract'. As the 'global dollar-based financial system squeeze'
grows it is indicated to bring 'socialism to (open) bankruptcy' over the next 2/two years. The longer
term sets had maintained that the 'migrant flight' period would begin in ScandanaviaPop as the
migrations 'reversed' due to the 'harsh conditions'.
There is new growth for 'power problems' that relate to 'political' and 'trade' power, as well as 'electrical
power issues'. The data has the 'trade power' driving the 'politicians crazy' over some problem not able
to be teased out of the data details. It may be that the initial problem is starting up, but visibility
publicly may be some months away.
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SouthAmericaPop
Very large changes in both 'climate' and 'economics' within SouthAmericaPop are showing up as being
'driving' factors for 'decades'. The 'population' of the continent is indicated to be all affected (more or
less) by 'significant changes' in the 'Winter weather'. The 'new climate language' sets are showing that
people will be discussing the 'new climate', or 'new weather', or 'new days', and will include within
these discussions, references to 'light'. The 'light' language is focusing on 'sun light', and its 'seeming
changes'. These sets are at the extreme end of the emotional range and are forecasting that the 'changes
in perceived sunlight' is going to be 'connected to Winter'. These sets further are showing that there will
be (by December 2017), a 'growing anxiety' in SouthAmericaPop over the 'changes in the sun' that may
mean 'Summer may change (too)!'. These sets have the 'growing anxiety' picking up in late August and
'spreading' through the population.
SouthAmericaPop is also gaining new sets for 'bitcoin', and 'computer center', and 'rebuild', and 'power
center'. There are sets for a new 'power generation facility' that is forecast to be the proximate cause for
'bitcoin mining' growing in this region. The geographic references would seem to be pointing to the
'three corners' area in the south. The data suggests that 'money politics' in the local region are going to
be 'settled' as 'bitcoin' becomes 'local currency' due to the 'cheap electrics miners'.
Other sets have northern SouthAmericaPop being in a 'growth mode' in the 'economics', note, not the
'financial system', but rather, actual 'local manufacturing'. These sets are tying the region to ChinaPop
in very large ropes of cross links. Lots of these are internally cross linked over to the Panama Canal
sets.
New data suggests that 'connections' between South America and Central America are going to be
'seismically tested' over these next 5/five years of increasing earthquake and volcano activities. The
new sets have earthquakes, and especially volcanoes, as 'tearing at (the) spine' of the 'continent'. These
new data sets have there being a 'developing separation' at a 'deep level' between Central and South
America that is forecast as becoming visible as these years progress. There are sets in the 'spinal shift'
for SouthAmericaPop that are cross linked over to 'new lands rising' sets from previous ALTA reports.
To be 'revealed' by either the 'earthquakes' or the 'volcano eruptions', the data has a 'very large
underground tunnel system' showing up later in 2017 or early 2018. These sets have the 'tunnels' be
something quite a bit different than has been found on other continents, and to include 'deliberate water
chambers', and 'water filled tunnels'. Other sets have the 'tunnels' creating some thing of a 'big anxiety'
among all the 'global elite' as the 'full extent' of the 'tunnel system' becomes known. The data has the
'first attempt' at 'closing down' the 'tunnel system' being described by 'local power elites' as an 'antismuggling' effort. Then the data has the 'contact in the tunnel' in which some intrepid 'tunnel explorers'
become the first to 'meet UFOs' while 'taking video'. Thereafter the 'tunnels' meme becomes very cross
linked over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, as well as filling up with supporting sets for 'conspiracy' as
the 'governments' in the 'region' begin 'locating' and 'sealing off' the 'many tunnel entrances'.
Other sets within SouthAmericaPop that are cross linked over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity include a
number that are terminating in 'moon', and 'lunar activities'. These sets have a connection between
SouthAmericaPop and the 'international consortium' and 'moon relics'. The 'relics' language, appearing
in supporting positions to sets about 'lunar activities' is even further enhanced in emotional sums by the
cross links over from the 'commercial archaeology' sets that are growing very rapidly in the GlobalPop
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entity.

USAPop
Within the USAPop entity are 'labeling' sets that are forecasting some largish changes in language over
these next few years. The 'labeling' sets include forecasts for a very large chunk of modern vocabulary
as the 'PC culture' will be 'relabeled' or 'identified' as 'regressive'. These sets accrue to modelspace
concurrent with the 'resurgence' of the 'street battles' in USAPop as the 'PC culture' attempts to 'incite
violent reaction'.
While the 'media whores' will be 'shouting generations at war', the reality of the manifestation of
violence in USAPop is not between generations, and is showing up within the data sets as yet another
instance of the continuing battle of ideas/minds, only in this instance, most of the minds are a little
closer on the mental framework continuum to 'batshit crazy' than normal.
The data has forecasts of increasing 'violence' within USAPop across 2017, but noting that 'sun disease'
is playing a role, the 'episodic' nature of the 'violence outbursts' becomes somewhat more
understandable. These sets within USAPop for the 'violence' and 'rebellion' are specifically focused on
a 'staged rebellion'. We also need to note that the definition for 'rebellion' is that it is based on the desire
to 'replace the leadership'. This is specifically NOT a 'revolution' in which the idea is to 'over turn the
governing system (and replace it with something else)'. The sets for 'rebellion' have been in place and
growing for a number of years.
The data sets have the USAPop within the 'southwest', as coming 'under severe (other worldly)
weather'. These sets have the 'weather' being described as a 'chaotic mix' in which 'snow', 'hail',
'extreme winds', and 'atmospheric rivers (and lakes)' all of which are showing as 'dumping weather' for
'long days' over the 'south'. The data sets have the 'south east' facing 'record Spring storms', as well as
'flooding' at levels 'not previously recorded'. These 'record breaking weather systems' are within the
supporting sets for the 'inland seas filling up'.
The data has the 'propaganda machine' aka the 'mainstream media' as 'eating bad data' and 'puking all
over its followers'. Then it reads stuff about itself and 'pukes up some more'. These sets have the
'mainstream/corporation media' being 'devastated' by 'geopolitical events' just as the 'wave of
unemployment' is indicated to 'roll through' the 'media empires' as 'revenues crash'. These sets are also
reflecting language around the 'crashing of revenues' for 'business in general' here in USAPop, with the
obvious references to the 'online advertising' boycott taking its toll on 'reported revenues'. Note that the
data is forecasting that the 'advertising flow' rates will be drastically different as 'cash flows' for the
advertisers is 'hit hard' by 'curtailments' and 'constraints' in 'spending' due to 'crashing revenues', and
'credit tightening'.
Our new data sets have the 'media wars' within the USAPop (western dollar empire) to be escalating
over late Spring and through Summer with 'mud slinging', that will include 'truths' about the 'media'
both 'msm (propaganda press)', and the 'alt-media world'. The data has 'spies' in both camps, as well as
'transforming events' transpiring over early Summer that will be causing problems for the 'legacy
media' as 'events' and 'relationships' will be seen to 'come undone'. The 'undone' sets also include the
idea of 'chairs knocked over (in) reaction (to the) surprise' of the event. These sets are further including
the ideas of 'famous faces' that go 'ashen', and 'pale', and will even an episode or two of 'fainting (on
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air)'. The detail sets have the 'famous faces' being 'ashen' as they are 'reading text', as well as
'exclaiming in disbelief'. These sets would seem to be focusing on 'old enemies', and 'hidden
retribution'. The data has the 'famous faces' as being also 'frozen (in) personal fear' as their 'worlds
come crashing down' with the 'transformation (of) reality'. These sets would seem to be suggesting that
the 'famous faces' are 'scared pale' due to the 'personality' that they are describing.
The 'media wars' within USAPop are showing up within the context of 'government' and 'distortions'.
The 'distortions' sets are suggesting that the 'legacy media' will be in 'suicide mode' as their 'every word'
will be 'self condemning' as they are 'caught lying'. The data has the 'lying' part being 'damaging' to
their 'believers'. The 'damage' is indicated to 'elicit response' in their 'audience' which will include
'vomiting', and 'fainting', and 'withering', as well as all the range of 'anger' through to 'rage'. The 'rage'
set includes enough language to warrant a forecast that the 'legacy media offices' will themselves be the
object of 'violent attack' by their 'outraged viewers'.
There are new data sets with extreme emotional levels coming into USAPop around 'water'. These
include supporting sets for 'flooding', and other 'damage' including 'buildings pushed off foundations',
'buildings pushed into rivers', and 'buildings pushed over'. The 'buildings' descriptor set includes
'multiple stories', and 'apartment complex', and other language about very large 'buildings' going walkabout due to 'water pressure' on the 'lower stories'.
These extreme emotional sums for the 'water' sets are at the top of the range. This means that 1) we will
increase our “range of potentials' for each of the pertinent emotional categories within the multiple
dimensional array of values; and 2) that we are likely headed for some form of event that will affect a
very large number of people. This last is brought up as a direct result of our forecasting the 9/11 attack
(albeit in a wonky fashion), and then, in 2001, observing and noting the emotional impacts on the
population's language use, and then adapting conclusions from those observations to this work. The
emotional levels now affecting 'water' sets within USAPop, in their emotional array profile, are very
similar to instances we have been able to capture with this work in its recent and distant past. Stated in
another fashion just to make the point; we have seen stuff like this before, and it is not going to be
good.
These extremely emotionally charged 'water' focused sets have some interesting sub sets that include
references to areas all along the 'west coast USA', that include specifically parts of British Columbia,
specifically Vancouver Island, and some inland areas of BC.
The 'shock' of the 'ground releasing water', or 'tremors come up through the water' sets have a Malibu to
Malibu explicit range. This is to say that we have sets referencing 'Malibu, BC', and 'Malibu, CA', as
being directly impacted by this series of events. First we have 'tremors', with the obvious 'earthquake'
implication, but then we also have the 'water' and 'waters', and 'flooding' sets that are all going to the
idea of 'water water water everywhere but none to drink or wash with'. These sets would seem to be
describing first an 'earthquake' in the midst of a 'pounding rain storm' that then also has 'so much water'
as to 'lay it over (9 feet) of land' with the interpretation of basically 9 feet of standing water 'on the land'
when the 'rains stop rushing'. These sets are suggesting that the totality of the range of impact reaches
from Malibu, BC, Canada well into the tip of the Baja peninsula in Mexico. The larger areas for
'population impact' include California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Idaho, and to a lesser extent,
Arizona and New Mexico. These sets are NOT showing a giant earthquake! Repeat, NO giant
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earthquake. Rather what we have is a very large storm series indicated to be 'slamming' into the west
Coast over many days, and then, in the middle of the storms, a relatively large earthquake. This
earthquake is indicated to be more or less centered up here in the PNW (Pacific north west), but is also
indicated to cause 'land slides' and 'ripples' and 'shifts' in 'saturated surface soils' that are described as
'initiating tremors' which cause 'ruptures' in 'pipelines', as well as 'breaking electrical lines', and
'damaged (surface) infrastructure'.
The 'breaking electrical lines' are described as the very large 'mountain crossing giants'. These breaks
are further indicated to cause 'wide spread damage' to a number of 'power plants' as 'safety systems fail'
under the 'tremendous load shifts'. The geographic range within the data for impacts is so large due to
the forecast 'loss of power' from this 'back propagation' of 'current fields'.
The 'water not to drink' sets are likely referencing areas in the 'south west' of the USAPop, but are also
inclusive of large areas of northern Mexico, and all of Baja California, Mexico. These sets have
'flooding' and 'pipelines (pushed until) breaking' as being the causes here. These sets are suggesting that
'water treatment plants' are going to be 'flooded over' and thereafter take 'years to recover', and some
will be 'abandoned'.
The 'dirty water not to drink' sets have 'water trucks' being desperately sought across most of the
continent as a result of 'not functional pipelines', and 'drinking water facilities under water'. These sets
have 'convoys' of trucks heading for 'Nevada' as a 'collection point'. The data is very clear about
focusing 'Nevada', with specific references to 'Las Vegas', as being the 'core of the diaspora transit
staging area'. There are many sets that have 'breaking', and 'slips', and 'slides', that are associated with
Nevada place names.
There are many supporting sets for the 'dirty waters denying drinking' and its impacts on the
population. These supporting sets would seem to be describing a long, drawn out process that will take
weeks, maybe even months, to actually play out, then a number of months in the 'reaction' or 'recovery'
period.
There are sets for 'continuing power outages' over 2017 and beyond, as the 'seismic activity levels'
increase over Summer for USAPop, so do the instances of 'power outages'. Noting that at least some of
these outages will be placed at the hands of 'anarchists or terrorists', there are several that will be
induced directly by 'energies from space' rather than indirectly by humans driven crazy by 'energies
from space'.
Please note that the use of place names in this work raises the level of ambiguity and thus inaccuracy of
the forecast. This is due to the repetitious use of place names by humans. Note that the first thing that
colonists do after moving some place new is to name everywhere in sight after the place they just left.
Yet more data for the 'unwitting' and 'unwilling shift' of 'populations' due to both 'economic factors'
(leading to the 'immigration wave (from the other states) to FL'), and 'weather disasters'. The data sets
have very large growth in sets for 'population movement' that will be due to 'economic concern' that
will be directly related to the 'Federal Reserve failures' that are forecast to become 'visible' over late
Summer (northern hemisphere), and into Fall.
There are a number of disparate, as well as separated, sets that could be interpreted as 'disclosure' sets.
However, these are not 'aliens are here' kind of disclosure sets, rather something a great deal more
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subtle. These sets are showing both within USAPop and several of the major subsets of the Markets
entity. Further there are extensive cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where the terminating
sets include 'ancient technology' as a dominating theme. These 'ancient technology' sets are supporting
what we will call a 'whisper disclosure' or a 'pssst....have a look at this disclosure'. While there are
many geographic references within the 'disclosure' sets, the majority are within USA, or the 'dollar
empire'.
This 'subtle disclosure' meme is supported at the primary level by 'back door shuffle', and 'hidden (in
plain sight) technology', and 'whispered awareness'. The idea coming from the data details within the
immediacy sets is that there is already occurring an 'introduction' of 'ancient technology' into our
'modern industrial base'. The idea within the data is that the 'pre-existing channels' including such
things as the 'special access projects' which 'funneled' the reverse engineered space alien technology
from the 1947 crashes into our social order is once again being used, only this time as a 'conduit' to
'continuing discoveries'. Many of the SpaceGoatFarts entity terminating subsets from cross links in this
area have 'Antarctica' as geographic references. These sets have very long term values in support. The
data structures would seem to be suggesting that there is now a reuse of the 'old channels' to 'move
technology' into mainstream global social order. The data sets would have this affecting USAPop more
than other sub sets of GlobalPop initially, but that the idea is a growing global spread as the
'commercial archaeology' begins to 'dig deeper'.
The accretion patterns have an interesting wrinkle in this processing in that we have repeated
references to 'seas', 'stormy seas', 'roiling oceans', and other language going to the idea of 'eye of storm'
that is forecast to be moving such that the 'winds (of) change' will be 'sweeping up' all of USAPop into
'new paradigm'. The 'new paradigm' is forecast to be developing over these next three years. The idea
coming up from the 'new paradigm' sets is that a 'slow introduction' of the 'back channel (new)
technology' such that the 'industrial machinery' will be 'ramping up'. The data would have the second
half of 2017 be the year that these 'ancient technology re-imagined' will begin 'breaking out' into
'production'. The data sets have growth in new sets for 'quiet corporations' suddenly making 'big noise'
with 'new patents' and 'new inventions'.
The 'back channel new inventions' sets are indicated to be something of a 'jobs creating engine' for
USAPop with the first of the 'impacts' being forecast for 2018 and the 'growing demand effect' causing
'new job prospects' over 2019 and beyond. These sets are cross linked over to the Markets entity where
the terminating sets include 'drawing (people) away from college (to new jobs)', and 'rural sub
contractors' who will be 'drawing population' by 'advertising new jobs'. These sets are also referencing
'new materials (producers)', and 'industrial 3d printing (with exotic metal alloys)', and a new processing
form that we here will label as 'vat creation', in which a group of 'probes' are put into a 'vat' of liquid
material, and when raised, come out with a 'created object (suspended between them)'. These sets have
supporting sets that include many references to 'software', with the implication that this 'magnetic bath
build technology' will be the next version of CNC machining.
There are new data sets for the 'upending' of the 'power relationships' within both the USAPop 'ruling
elite' and the 'global elites'. These sets are all showing that 'truth bombs' will be 'released against each
other' as the 'various factions' become 'embroiled in battle'. These sets describe 'truth battles' as the
'deep state' becomes both a 'weapon', and a 'target' within the 'open battles' within 'politics'. The data
sets have the 'elites' becoming 'open targets' themselves within the 'truth battles' as the 'unseen (and
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unacknowledged) war' continues. This 'raging truth battle' is indicated to start up in mid Summer
(northern hemisphere), and to continue with varying intensity through to Summer, 2018. The data sets
have the 'truth war' being both 'absurd', and 'comical' at times as the 'elites' are seen 'lobbing dirt' at
each other from behind 'mud walls'.
It is not unexpected to get large numbers of sets about 'mud', given the many sets about 'flooding'.
These 'mud' sets have 'trains' being 'derailed' by the stuff', 'highways', and 'roadways' being 'covered',
and whole 'towns' and 'sub divisions' being 'blanketed' with 'mud' following 'flood waters retreating'. In
all of the 'mud' sets we have some measure of 'destruction', or 'damage' in supporting positions. There
are many new 'mud' sets within this most recent processing that are going to have a positive layer
involved. In several of these sets we find references to 'gold' being 'discovered. Interestingly, in one set
examined, the 'gold' reference is not to panning gold from the 'mud', but rather, the 'mud' itself is seen
as 'good as gold' due to the 'mineral content', as well as 'beneficial properties'. These sets are associated
with 'flooding' at or near a 'local health resort'. Other 'mud' sets that yield 'gold' are referring to actual
precious metal. There are a number of supporting sets for 'gold revealed' in 'mud' that then sets off
'local gold fever'.
More Antarctica focused sets are gaining new growth in USAPop as the data has 'corporations' to be
'silently gearing up', and 'recruiting talent'. Many of these sets have 'mysterious', and 'hidden', and
'clandestine', and other language indicating that there is a distinct effort to 'keep it quiet' while
'conducting business'. However the data sets have a 'mistake' being made by a corporation 'recruiter'
who will 'interview' the 'wrong fellow'. This personality that is the recruiter's target is apparently very
knowledgeable about what ever subject the corporation has an interest, but is also a 'blabber mouth',
and 'addicted to luxury' such that a 'stint' in Antarctica, even for 'big money' will not be appealing, and
the 'personality' will thereafter be 'bragging' about the 'attempted recruiting'.
Antarctica is also showing up as gaining more 'traction' with media, both legitimate and mainstream
propaganda press. The details here are suggesting that 'questions' about “what was found down there?”
are to be popping up at the most 'inconvenient times' such that some very 'shocking imagery' of 'very
shocked power elites' will be littering the web later in 2017. The data also has 'celebrity flight' from
'press questions about Antarctica', and 'anger' being shown as a response at 'political meetings'.
As modelspace is progressed along into late Summer for USAPop, there are sets that would seem to
suggest that a 'very ill celebrity' who has 'political ties', but does not appear to be a politician insofar as
the data shows, will be 'speaking wildly' at a 'public event'. The 'speaking wildly' sets are describing a
very 'distraught person' who will be 'ranting',somewhat 'raving', and then, in the presence of 'cameras'
while 'on video stream', will 'demand access' to the “re-life technology”. The data has this person
'raising hairs, hackles, and anger', as 'specific words (and phrases)' will 'leap out (into the wilds of the
internet)' so fast as to 'change the world (of humanity) in a single breath'. From that point onward,
'press conferences' become something of a 'predictable joke'. In spite of the 'forth coming denials', and
the 'statements of drug induced paranoid fantasy', the data has 'officialdom' being in major 'freak-out
mode' as humanity will 'clearly not be placated', nor 'lied to'.
Other sets within USAPop have 'corporation public relations meeting' that is going to be recorded as
'ending in fist fights'. More sets for 'public fighting (between prominent people) captured on video' are
forecasting quite the late Spring and early Summer as both 'politicians', and 'entertainment celebrities'
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will be involved in 'starting fist fights' by 'physically attacking' people near by.
Occasionally modelspace will throw us a 'bone'. In this case, it is a discussion about 'bones' as the data
has the 'government implosion' later in 2017 being responsible for 'leaks' about 'hidden and forbidden
archaeology' that is 'stored' and 'stashed away' by 'government'. These data sets have the 'inability to
pay' later in the year as being a factor in a great many 'government leaks' as various 'arrangements' kept
active by 'money' are indicated to 'break' once the 'cash flow stops'. These are also supporting sets for
the very long term forecasts that had 'food riots' in areas where 'accidental break-in' would occur to
'deep storage facilities for government secrets'. The longer term sets have held this to be a 'bonanza' for
the 'truth movement' as 'secrets revealed' would ratchet up to unimaginable levels.

Markets
CryptoSpace
After much effort at restructuring our CryptoSpace data gathering, it will now become possible
to do a CryptoSpace report at least a few times a year. We anticipate being able to release a new
report on Bitcoin, and the alt coins in May. The CryptoSpace specific reports will not repeat
information already found in ALTA reports.
The new growth in CryptoSpace has 'scammers' as a rising supporting set over these next months,
through into early 2018. These 'scammers' sets have very specific 'crypto currencies' descriptors. These
sets have several new alt coins with 'rapidly rising' emotional profiles to be the result of a 'deliberate
pump and dump'. The idea showing up in the language suggests that later, likely late in 2019 at the
earliest, a 'committee' will be formed to 'investigate and prosecute' the 'scam artists' involved in the
upcoming 'big crypto scam of 2017'. These sets have 'pump and dump' repeatedly placed in supporting
positions internally. Many of the supporting sets for the 'pump and dump' descriptor sets are
referencing a 'national mania' that will be 'overtaking' significant portions of the population as the 'too
good to be true' crypto currencies stories really start escalating. These sets are all cross linked internally
to 'hyperinflation', or are in the direct supporting chain for 'hyperinflation'.
The 'hyperinflation' language is indicated to be 'boosting' to 'crypto currencies' in general, and to
bitcoin in particular. The Alt-coins, while represented within the data for 'boosted prices (in sovereign
currencies)', are not showing as being either evenly impacted, nor 'stable' in their response. As an
instance the Ripple platform is indicated to be 'jerky', and 'uncoordinated' in its response to 'rising price
pressures'. These sets for Ripple are showing that, while it does have a general up trend in dollar prices,
the response is 'muted', and 'affected' by the 'underlying banks' running into a 'liquidity crisis' that is
further forecast to become a 'currencies crisis'.
Bitcoin data sets continue to complete a pattern last seen in May of 2016 when the forecast data trends
were brought forward in modelspace by nearly 6 weeks. At that time, as now, the patterns for the
forecast appear to be holding relative to each other, but the whole of that section of modelspace now
appears to be shifted forward by at least 3/three weeks in this instance.
More on Bitcoin, ETH, Dash, and other alt coins in our May ALTA Wealth 2017 report (coming
soon, check back at halfpasthuman.com).
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MetalsSpace
There are data showing that over the rest of this month (April), two, very large temporal markers,
relative to both gold and silver, are going to 'crack open'. These sets have the 'resistance' for 'gold and
silver' to be 'broken', as in, 'broken with some finality'. The data shows for the 'breech' in the 'walls' to
be 'crumbling' over the last of April, and 'sharply' within May.
Yet more data building for 'land slides' to be 'causal events' for 'mining activities' as 'sources of
minerals' will be 'exposed'. These sets have immediacy values, and many of these sets are also
extensively cross linked over to the numerous 'rain' sets throughout modelspace. These sets have
'geologic instability' being the proximate cause as modelspace is moved into the 'seismic activities'
period that is forecast to ramp up from mid July onward. The idea coming out of the data is that
previously stable 'land-forms' will be 'tumbling down' due to 'water impacts (or lack there of)' and 'new
seismic shocks'. These sets have 'seismic shocks' causing the 'land-forms' to 'reshape'. Supporting sets
here have the 'land-forms' word very robustly supported with sets that suggest that 'local (named)
promontory' will be 'reshaped' by the 'seismic activities'. This 'reshaping' will be the temporal marker
for the subsequent 'discovery' of the 'new mineral vein'.
More sets for 'precious metals premiums' and 'disruptions' in the 'retail markets' for 'precious metals' are
showing up for the second half of 2017. The 'premium' sets have 'cold logic', and 'absent sellers' behind
the 'rising costs (to) obtain' precious metals. These sets have 'absent sellers' being gone due to
'inventory vacations'. These sets have 'businesses' engaged in 'precious metals sales', especially 'silver'
being 'forced to allocate (to) best customers' as the 'inventory vacations' will intensify over August and
into September.
The data sets have the MetalsSpace being driven throughout Spring and Summer (northern hemisphere)
by 'politicians' and 'debt deflation'. The 'debt deflation' is indicated to 'scare banksters' into 'violent
reactions' that will be the very first 'preparations for hyperinflation'. There are several temporal markers
showing up in the language of MetalsSpace for May that are forecasting emerging 'hyperinflation' in
June through July. These temporal markers should present themselves in an 'escalating currencies crisis'
that begins in the third week of May.
The progress of modelspace over May, and through June and July, has 'gold', but more so 'silver', being
in a state of 'slippery dynamics'. These 'slippery dynamics' sets have 'gold manipulation' as language,
being very much in the discussions of the moment. The 'gold manipulation' language sets are filled with
sub sets that include 'failed', and 'former', and other wording indicating that the discussion will be about
the past time where 'gold manipulation' was 'allowed to suppress prices'. These sets are extensively
cross linked over to the ChinaPop sets, and the USAPop sets where the 'slippery dynamics' are also
directly held within the 'political' sets.
The 'slippery dynamics' sets within the Markets entity, are in supporting positions for the 'silver breaks
out (from under) suppression', as well as 'gold suppression failure'. This last linguistic structure has a
'single incident' of 'gold suppression failure' to be very globally 'unnerving' to the 'financial (debt)
markets'. These sets have a 'crisis occurring within 'currencies' as a result of the 'gold suppression
failure'.
For timing, modelspace is offering that the emotional excitement of late April will be still 'frothing' and
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'churning' by the end of the third week in May. The data has 'friday' of that week to be a 'dumping
ground' for 'announcements' from the 'officialdom'. The idea from the data is that the Markets, as in
most of the '(paper) or debt instrument based markets' will be 'in turmoil' from these 'announcements'
that will be released late, in the week, as well as in the afternoon. The data sets have the 'silver market'
being 'out of control' from the point of the 'afternoon (of) announcements'. The growth of new data sets
for 'out of control' continues as modelspace is progressed across that next week (last week in May), and
into June. The data does have the 'control', and 'price suppression' coming back, albeit 'weaker', and
'more sporadic', and in 'uphill retreat'.
More on both silver and gold, as well as other precious metals in our May ALTA Wealth 2017
Report (coming soon, check back at halfpasthuman.com).

DebtsSpace
DebtsSpace grows as the Federal Reserve Bank (not part of federal government, has no reserves, only
debt, and is not a bank) is indicated to 'go batshit crazy' in a 'buying frenzy' as what the data refers to as
'marginal loan quality' is described as 'dropping (to the) floor unconscious'.
The first signs of the (western dollar empire) running into their 'big wall (of) non-participation' as the
'death of the western consumer' gains speed within the 'velocity' of the 'economy'. Yes there are many
points of 'positive growth' within the economy as 'shackles come off (both 'emotions', and 'business
activities'), however, the 'main street (main stream meme) economy' is indicated in the data to be
'impacting' the 'tall wall of non-participation'.
The data sets have the 'USA government' being 'hit' by an 'unexpected rule (court ruling?)' that will be
seen to 'remove', all in an 'instant', the 'backing' for 'government debt'. The data sets have the 'debt
backing', or rather, the 'debt which represents wealth' in the 'government coffers' would be seen to be
'vaporized' within an 'instant' as the 'rule' was 'read'. These sets are cross linked over to the 'real estate
bubble' within USAPop, but no sense from the cross link as to which is causal.
The data sets around the 'Federal Reserve' have the 'nightmare scenario' (for the Fed?) developing as
the 'shock' of 'jumping interest rates' hits over 'breakfast'. These sets have the 'currencies crisis' being
the 'start' to a 'hellacious day' that will be seen as 'the last day of the old world order'.
These sets have the 'Federal Reserve' and all its 'participants' described as being 'frantic' all the day,
with 'rumors' of 'secret meetings'. There are also sets for 'rumors' of 'billionaire bug-outs' and 'secretive
movements' by the 'power elites'.
Most of these 'frantic federal reserve' sets are either cross linked or in direct supporting chains for
'deflationary event (period?)'. It is difficult to decide whether the data is describing an event or a period
in time, and perhaps the best description is an 'event' that definitively 'starts a period'. These sets are
describing a 'crashing in valuations' that will be described as 'deflationary'. The 'deflationary' nature of
the 'event' is showing in the data as beginning very early in the 'trading day', and 'proceeding over the
morning' to 'suck in (attention)' from 'around the world'. These sets have details for the 'federal reserve
staff people' to be 'freaking out', and 'acting out', and 'drunk in public', and 'throwing chairs', as well as
many other sets indicating really bizarre behavior.
There are new data sets for yet more 'flash crashes'. These appear to be market independent as the data
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is forecasting the 'flash crashes' to be hitting all manner of 'debt based assets'. These sets have extensive
cross links over to 'deflation' sets. The 'flash crashes' are forecast to be come something of their own
problem in that the data would have them be causing 'systemic ripples' that 'threaten' to become 'waves'.
The data has a 'stated fear' emerging of a 'flash crash wave' that would 'rip the system in half'. These
sets have the 'flash crashes' mostly being 'recovered' to their 'previous levels' within very short time
periods, however there are forecast to be 'outlying flash crashes' that will take 'months' to regain to
previous 'numbers', if they do so at all.
In some instances, modelspace is presenting 'bad weeks' in which whole 'asset classes' will 'take hits' on
their 'relative valuation' that will be in 'double digit drops'. These are not showing as being recovered as
in most of the 'flash crash' sets.
The DebtsSpace linguistic structure gains new growth forecasting an 'unexpected problem' in that the
'bond sales' of existing USA 'officialdom debt' are indicated to be 'escalating rapidly', and 'noticeably',
over May and into June. The descriptors have the return to 'wild swings' and 'big holes' in the 'bonds
markets' as being a 'systemic risk indicator' that will, in its turn, act as a prompt for 'gaming behavior' in
which 'sharks' will be 'seen circling' the 'wounded bonds'.
The 'bonds' are not the only 'financial “asset” class' that is 'wounded'. The data sets have the entirety of
the 'sub prime auto loans paper' as 'dumping' into the 'toilet' before (over the course of weeks), also
'jumping in (to the toilet)'. These sets have cross links over to other areas such as MetalsSpace where
the 'downward plunge' of the 'debt based assets' such as 'sub prime auto loans' are indicated to be
temporally coincident with upward pressures on 'metals prices'.
The 'sub prime auto loans' are not the only 'debt as asset class' that is indicated to be 'greatly reduced in
value' over 2017. The new growth in the DebtsSpace around the 'sub prime' language is also now
including 'student debt', which, as the largest “asset” of the US Federal Government outside of lands
and population, is now showing as 'going sub prime' over the course of only a few months. These sets
are related to the 'civil society breakdown' forecast to be on-going over the rest of Spring (northern
hemisphere). These sets are in direct supporting positions to the very long term forecast from several
years ago of the 'breakdown of the USAPop social contract' as being 'responsible' for the 'abandonment
wave for US securities and derivatives'. The new supporting sets have the 'social unrest' in USAPop
'waxing and waning' over Spring, and Summer (northern hemisphere), but the 'confidence shaking' is
showing up as starting in early May.
The 'social unrest', and 'social contract breakdown' sets grow over May in tandem with the 'failing
derivatives', and 'fading confidence (in Federal Reserve)', and 'fading confidence' in USA 'officialdom'
at all levels. These sets are all indicating very deep market impacts that will grow even more
'compelling' over June. The 'compelling' set has language for a 'failure' of some form of 'derivatives'
that will be 'globally impacting' even though it is only a 'regional failure' within the USAPop. Further
sets have the 'government crash' over Summer of 2017 within USAPop as a 'multiplier' for the 'fading
confidence' in the Federal Reserve system. There are sets having language comparing 'USA' to 'China'
for 'riots statistics' being temporal markers for yet more 'implosion' of the 'Federal Reserve system'.
Other new growth within the Markets entity has 'downstream' and 'failures' appearing repeatedly with
'Federal Reserve' in the context of 'daily operation'. These sets are appearing in the supporting chain for
the very long term sets for 'regional banking failures'. These sets have the 'USA regional banking
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failures' being both 'result of', and a 'contributing factor' to the '(western) global derivatives meltdown'.

SpaceGoatFarts
The 'unknown energies from space' sets are back, powered by new sets for 'reaction mind' that is
indicated to be 'taking over' the 'discourse of the day'. These sets are describing most of human minds
as near to 'dominated by intoxicated monkey mind', and 'on space fumes'. The sets are indicating that a
rising meme will be the 'sustained levels' of 'high energy' and 'stress' within the 'system'. These 'within
the system' sets include 'body systems', as well as social abstractions such as 'political system', and
digital systems such as the 'banking system'. These sets also have direct supporting sets for 'social
stresses' and resulting 'confrontations'.
Yet more new data for sets for 'Mars' that now include descriptors for 'civilization', and 'clear view'.
These two new large linguistic structures include 'clear view' being supported by new language that is
forecast to be coming out in 'officialdom circles' (likely at a 'conference'). The data sets are forecasting
that the 'discussion' will include 'photographs', as well as 'scientific data' for 'civilization on Mars'. The
data sets have this being received by the 'public' without the 'expected (or 'hoped for') reaction'. These
data elements within the 'Mars' sets are filled with references to the 'public (not being) distracted as
expected' by the 'announcements' about 'civilization on Mars (in the past)'. These sets have cross links
back over to ThePowersThatBe entity where the terminating sets include 'disappointment', and
'confusion' on the part of TPTB over the 'public reaction'. The data would seem to be suggesting that
TPTB are hoping for some form of 'public reaction' that is 'not manifesting' initially, and so they 'wait'
in 'confusion'.
Part of the 'confusion' sets are also supporting the 'sun disease' sets which are directly held in the
SpaceGoatFarts entity, and extensively cross linked to most of the other areas of modelspace. The new
sets for 'confusion' around the 'sun disease' are showing up as forecasts of a 'new meme' that will be
'circulating' around the internet for a few years. This new meme is tangentially cross linked to words
about 'ascension', 'evolution', and other language that is going to get the 'new age spiritual' community
very 'excited' and all 'whipped up (emotionally frothy)'. The new meme is going to be 'feeling good', in
fact 'feeling (transforming) good'. The idea from the details are that a number of people will start
reporting a 'new sense of well being', and 'new sense of calm', and 'new feelings of internal energy', and
'new feelings of internal power'. These set have the 'new age spiritual community' going 'crazy (vocal)
active' over the 'onset of ascension'. These sets have that same community in an 'uproar' and 'intense
battles' as the 'ascension wave' does not, and is not 'perceived by them'. The idea is that only a very few
people will be reporting this new 'energetic feeling (and perceived changes in physical body)'. The data
has many others reporting this as a 'contact high', but the meme is also described as being 'briefly
ascendant', though 'persisting (within those affected) for years'. The data detail sets have this being a
'real' or 'legitimate reaction' to the 'sun disease', but also at one end of a spectrum for human
'perception' of the 'sun disease'. The data would have those few affected humans to simply be 'sparks'
setting off the 'internet storms'. These sets are related to the 'new messiahs', and 'new messiah complex
acting out' forecasts in this and other ALTA reports. These data sets are forecasting long lasting impacts
on the various 'spiritual communities' around the planet, including 'dissolution', 'abandonment' as well
as the 'creation' of 'new spiritual traditions' that will be 'born' from the 'personal experience of sun
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disease' in these upcoming decades.
There are new sets within the broader 'sun disease' linguistic structure that forecast a larger response to
the 'sun disease' as being 'human disease', more 'mental aberrations' than 'physical symptoms', but there
are going to be quite a few 'physical effects' reported as well. The 'physical effects' range from 'sun
burns' of very 'deep' and 'scarring' levels in only 'brief minutes', to 'problems' with 'heat levels'
including 'fainting'. Other sets have 'blindness', and 'color wash' as being reported. The 'color wash' is
going to be reported (likely with different words) as 'color (in) landscape disappearing'. These effects
are also forecast to be causing problems such as 'car crashes', and 'airplane landing issues'. This latter is
also showing as including 'aircraft carriers', where the 'intensity' of the 'sun disease' will be responsible
for a number of 'crashes' to be reported over these next few years.
The broader 'sun disease effects' include 'irritability', 'anger', 'sense of being driven', and other language
that can be thought of as 'losing mental control due to perception of body processes'. These sets are also
tied to 'expressions of sexual excess' as there are supporting sets for some people to react as though in
'cosmic sexual flush'. Others are showing as having just the opposite reaction and are forecast to be
attempting to create 'abstention societies' over these next few years. Yet more reactions will include a
much higher level of general tension such that even 'small disagreements' can 'quickly escalate' beyond
the 'control' of those involved.
There are still new growth in the Antarctica sets, both within the SpaceGoatFarts entity and the
GlobalPop entity. The new language includes sets that are explicitly referencing 'corporations' and
their 'sudden, driving interest' in Antarctica to the point of 'spending money' for 'all things Antarctica'
related. These sets include 'rumors' of the 'hiring' (and rapid firing in at least one set) of 'woo-woo guys'
who have 'Antarctica connections'. These sets have the 'corporations' seemingly acting 'desperate' to
'obtain' some 'advantage' in their Antarctica 'business plans'. These sets have several temporal markers
that should reach visibility over Spring and Summer of 2017. These include 'winter activities' (it is
going into Winter in Antarctica now) that are going to become subjects of discussion within
mainstream media as well as alternative media as yet more 'politicians' are seen on visits there. Other
temporal markers include a 'sudden transshipment' with Antarctica involved where the story will center
on the 'transportation'.
The 'sightings' of 'strange stuff in the skies' sets are forecasting that a 'floating building', or 'big, house
like structure', is going to be seen around the planet. The data has many supporting sets for 'hoax', as
well as those that suggest that 'claims of hoax' will be 'premature'. These sets have a connection
between the 'floating building', and 'odd appearances' in several 'large cities'. These 'odd appearances'
sets include such descriptors as 'sudden, cold fogs', and 'stationary rain over just a small area (for
days?)', and 'odd smells' and what will be described as 'vapors', and 'mists' that should not be where
they are, at the time they manifest. While these sets have repeated references to language such as
'spooky', there are also sets suggesting that a 'down to earth' explanation will be brought forward that
will make some sense under the circumstances, however the 'explanation' sets have it being described
as also 'fantastic', and 'contorting to thought'.
The 'pharaohic Egyptian' meme is back in SpaceGoatFarts in several sets. In some new sets cross
connected to USAPop, we have new supporting sets for 'artifacts', and 'theft' that are showing as
creating something of a 'conspiracy theory mania' as the 'theft' goes 'full blown media frenzy' with
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'police on alert' and 'active' for what should be a relatively minor story. Yes there will be 'gold'
involved, but the language does not suggest a large amount of it. The 'conspiracy theory' part of these
sets have the 'overblown language' of the 'mainstream media' being referenced as well as the 'over
reaction' on the part of 'law enforcement' nationally. The old adage of 'something smells fishy' will turn
out to be 'spot on' as the events play out, at least according to the data accretion patterns.
The ' pharaohic Egyptian' meme is going to be very wide across humanity over this year. The new data
for the SpaceGoatFarts entity has occurrence of several incidents of 'ancient Egyptian artifacts' that are
forecast to be found in 'unusual places'. In one instance we have clear geographic indications for the
'Australian southern coast'. In other sets we have both 'grand canyon', as well as separate indicators for
a 'southwest north america' in which 'discovery of ancient Egyptian artifacts' language will be
appearing. Other locations include the 'central steppes (of the) Caucus mountains', and within 'southern
eastern Europe'. These sets for 'ancient Egyptian artifacts' also include language for 'ruins', and
'underground repository', and 'wealth', and 'riches', and 'gold' and 'precious stones'.
Other sets have 'military' involved in 'excluding civilian population' from the find. Note that this
episode has more geographic references to the 'American SW' than other areas. These sets are also
describing a 'fight' that will occur between 'locals' and the 'military' over 'removal of artifacts'. These
sets have a number of details describing the 'freak out' by 'officialdom' as it is learned that a number
(like hundreds? Thousands?) of the 'artifacts have gone 'missing'. These sets have the 'military' being
'very aggressive' and 'creating' all manner of problems for itself as it uses 'heavy hands' and 'force' to
'attempt to recover' the 'ancient artifacts'.
There is large growth for sets involved with 'new discoveries underground'. These sets include the
'forbidden archaeology' described above, as well as the 'commercial archaeology' previously discussed.
There are other references to 'new discoveries underground' that include 'strange technology', as well as
'new maps (drawings) (star charts?)', and 'diagrams (of) machinery', and in what has to be one of the
most pointed SpaceGoatFarts forecasts ever, we have language for an 'ancient repair manual' being
found that is 'not in any known language'. However the data sets have the 'ancient repair manual' being
'decipherable' using 'computers'. This last tends to suggest an electronic format of some kind.
Yet more sets for 'cross planet connections' between the 'Alaskan pyramid', and those in 'Australia'.
These sets have large supporting sub sets for 'military activities' that will be 'drawing attentions' to both
Alaska and the 'south eastern coast' of Australia. There data would seem to suggest that the 'Australian
coastline' may be more connected to 'pyramids' than even the plateau under Giza. No further hints in
these sets.
Other 'pyramid' sets are forecasting a 'resurgence' of 'interest' in such things as 'pyramid energy' and
'pyramids as power plants'. These sets have 'atmospheric conditions' pointing human attention to the
'pyramids as power plants' meme in both Africa, and Australia. The idea coming from the data is that
some form of 'atmospheric phenomenon', likely related to static electricity, but different enough to
require other descriptors, will be 'observed' to be 'rising from pyramids' across the planet. Including
some not yet identified as 'pyramids'. If it were to be taken at its face, the data would be presenting the
idea that humanity lives on a big 'junk pile' left over from a species as dominated by 'pyramid
technology' as we are by plastics...those things are just everywhere.....
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Conclusion: Cosmic Winds...
Most today humans are not aware that Pharaohic Egyptians sailed double hulled, very large boats, in
fleets from Africa to Australia. Records show that crews numbered in the hundreds for these fleets, and
included maritime soldiers. They chose to cross the Indian Ocean, one of the more inhospitable oceans
on earth with routine daily wave heights exceeding 30/thirty feet for large portions of the year. These
double hulled boats were made of tar covered reeds, powered by very large sails in cathedral masts.
These boats made journeys to ports and bases in Australia repeatedly over hundreds of years. Our data
suggests that we will discover some of the ancient Egyptian artifacts to be found in Australia, and
reasons for these journeys this and next year. The prevailing theory among modern boat aware
historians is that the Egyptian boats were the source concept for the many variants of multi-hulled boats
found throughout greater Oceania.
Most humans are also not aware of the great Chinese trading and exploration expeditions that took
ChinaPop to Africa repeatedly for centuries. This was before the British, lords of Europe at the time,
had even figured out indoor plumbing.
The largest of the fleets to set off in exploration/exploitation voyages were in junks so large, at over
400 feet, that they were the largest wooden vessels ever built and had between nine to eleven masts for
propulsion. These boats were large enough to return giraffes and other African animals to the Chinese
emperor. The boats sailed in what were known as the 'Treasure Fleet of the Dragon Throne'. Records
indicate tens of thousands of people were in the crews over the centuries. Large amounts of writings of
the expedition members were copied and circulated throughout the upper strata of Chinese society of
the time. Plays and 'story tellings' in hostels, inns, and public houses across China of the day were
based on the writings of the crews of these Treasure Fleets.
The peak of the great treasure voyages of the Chinese emperors were undertaken in the 1400's as the
solar minimum named Maunder (The Little Ice Age) was progressing.
The Egyptian voyages to Australia and Oceania (western edge) were also undertaken during a solar
minimum.
It was during such a solar minimum that the Polynesians, using descendants of the Egyptian double
hulled boats, made long voyages throughout the Pacific ocean, and discovered, then subsequently
settled, the Hawaiian Islands.
There are many such examples of climate change here on earth being coincident with the emergence of
significant new trends in human activities. Pick a culture, any culture from history, and plot its progress
against known solar waxing and waning. The correlation to be found in any human culture is enough
convincingly demonstrative of a causal link to warrant further exploration of the subject, as well as to
project such impacts on our own time. And lives.
One of the drivers of these new expressions within humanity may well be the appearance of different
energies from the sun impacting earth during those periods. We have evidence that such conditions do
exist in all of the climate change periods for which we have records in ice or mud. We also have
historical records of humanity's activities during those periods.
These different energies from the sun have been forecast in our data since the late 1990s. In the data the
reference is to the energies coming from the sun, as though the sun were creating them. These energies
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have been repeatedly referenced over the years in this work as the 'sun disease'. This is now known to
not be the case insofar as the distress of the sun, and its impacts on the solar system population are not
internal to the sun, but external. The actual mechanism is the alteration in the solar plasma by the
difference in energies due to the solar system having entered a new, and different, region of interstellar
space in the late 1940s.
The solar system is now progressed to be entirely in this new region of space which apparently will be
our 'home' for the duration of the Aquarius age. Our sun is now reacting to its new environment with
increased levels of light intensity, though with a drop in solar surface temperature, as well as total solar
radiance. As a result, all of the planets, once subject to increasing temperatures (aka global warming) as
the sun was making its way through the last of the 'old space', are now going to become cooler.
All of the planets, including earth, are also being bombarded with increasing radiation from space. Not
from the sun, nor the solar plasma, but rather, directly from the interstellar medium through which we
move, are coming new energies that are impacting earth. And humanity.
We can actually see the grosser form of the increased radiation from interstellar space in the form of
vast areas of very high clouds caused by gamma radiation which is much higher than in the past. Well,
at least we could observe these signs of new energies from space, that is, if there were not a constant
layer of chemtrails being sprayed in the atmosphere.
These new, and unknown, not-ever-experienced-by-modern-humans energies from space, are going to
be causing quite a few problems here on earth. Not only with increased gamma radiation exposure, but
also through seismic activities increasing, as well as black-outs of electrical systems, and many other,
stranger effects, some of which have been discussed in this report.
One of these stranger effects, is currently being witnessed in the 'new age communities' where these
energies are being touted as a proximate cause for 'ascension'. While a bit vague as to exactly what
'ascension' may entail, the mechanics of it are being put down to a 'solar burst'. The expectation is being
maintained that this 'ascending solar burst' is due within these next 6 to 8 years.
While somewhat vague, there are still many details offered for ascension and its impacts, including
numeracy, from supposed 'higher sources' about exactly how many humans can expect to 'ascend'. The
numbers vary, but in general are quoted as less than a million.
The ascension is also described in the new age cosmology of the impacts of these energies from space,
as somehow splitting all of reality into two nearly exact copies such that the 'ascended' will find
themselves on a very sparsely inhabited planet, while the rest of us who do not qualify for this process
will be relatively undisturbed here on our lower density earth, excepting that there will be the sudden
disappearance of those who were able to ascend by virtue, or work, or connections, or bribery, or some
unspecified 'selection criteria'.
While the new age ascension story sounds a lot like the supposed rapture, including an explanation for
the rest of us as a 'left behind' backstory, the fact that the meme exists, and is coincident with the shift
into this new region of the interstellar medium should not be minimized. The ascension story
appearance is itself a significant temporal marker.
Analyzed for content and context, the new age ascension story, and the language it spawns can tell us
much about how the sensitivity of humanity is reacting to these energies from space...by movement! By
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language expressing 'escape from confinement' in all its variants.
Not that this is in anyway a temporal marker for ascension, splitting of the 'timeline' or earths, or rising
or falling densities, but it is a temporal marker for significant changes in humanity's future direction.
Just as we humans have always reacted to incoming ice ages with increased activities, so it is again
starting to manifest as is easily seen over these past few years. Much of this increased activity will not
be pleasant, as humans blindly react to the energies affecting their minds and bodies, and as those
energies are coincident with large scale changes in the local earth environment.
Humanity will not be able to determine if our sun has ever been in this region of the interstellar media
in the past, and in general, humanity will be oblivious to being in it now. Most humans will simply
experience, live in, and react to these 'unknown energies from space' without thinking about them,
much like fish moving through water with no thought to how they are affected by the properties of that
media.
Some humans do think of such things, as example, those who read these reports. Such people do think
of the environmental impacts of the water that affect their life's swimming. Some of these people,
probably not readers of these reports, can be found among the ranks of the Chinese power structure.
There they leave evidence of their thinking in white papers analyzing the future of the society. The
language of these papers can be seen as it stains the thinking of others, leaving traces in their words
thereafter, and defining relationships, much the way that coffee will define the fabric of a shirt if
spilled.
These deep thinkers in the Chinese deep state have for years been working into their plans some of the
expected reactions within the Chinese society to these new energies of these new days. In harmony
with both their own deep past as a society, and those of humanity in general, the Chinese recognize that
this is indeed a 'new age' with 'new energies (from space)'. They are also discussing the efficacy of
harmonizing with these new energies as their ancestors had, by giving into the 'energies' and 'going
exploring'. Thus the new push in recent years to 'take China to Space'.
The 'exploration' aspect of the awakening wave referenced in the ALTA reports is going to take over
humanity's focus these next few years. This will be in spite of the troubling times, the strife, the general
breakdowns in other aspects of civilization, and the changes in the earth's environment.
Humans are going to be reacting to this cosmic itch between our collective shoulder blades by getting
out, and mucking around in the greater universe at large. It is not 'ascension' we are feeling, it is
'exploration'.
Voyaging time is here!

“The untold want, by life and land ne'er granted,
Now, Voyager, sail thou forth, to seek and find.”
- Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass
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About Predictive Linguistics and our methods
Predictive Linguistics is the process of using computer software to aggregate vast amounts of written
text from the internet by categories delineated by emotional content of the words. Predictive
Linguistics uses emotional qualifiers and quantifiers, expressed as numeric values, for each and all
words/phrases discovered/filtered in the aggregation process. Over 80 % of all the words gathered will
be discarded for one or more reasons.
Predictive Linguistics works as NO conscious expressions are processed through the software.
Rather the contexts discussed within the report in the form of entities and linguistic structures (see
below) are read up in the various intake software programs, and the emotional sums of the language
found at that time are retrieved. Words that are identified within my system as 'descriptors' are passed
through the processing as well. These descriptor words, in the main, are those words and phrases that
provide us with the detail sets within the larger context sets.
As an example, the word 'prophecy' may be read up by our software at a sports oriented forum. In that
case, perhaps, due to the emotional sums around the context, and the emotional values of the word
itself within the lexicon, it would be put into the contextual 'bin' within the database as a 'detail word'.
Note that the context of the use of the word in the sports forum is lost in the process and is of no use to
us in these circumstances. What occurs is that the word is picked up as being atypical in its context,
therefore of high potential 'leakage of future' value. The way this works is that most sports forum
language about future events would be statistically more likely to use words such as 'bet' as in 'I bet this
XXX will be outcome', or 'I predict', or 'I think that XXX will happen'. So it is the context plus
emotional values plus rarity of use within the context that flags words for inclusion in the detail level of
the data base. Further, it is worth noting that most detail level words are encountered in our processing
mere days before their appearance. Within the IM (immediacy data) primarily, and then within ST
(shorter term) data next. But a preponderance are discovered within the IM time period. Perhaps an
artifact of our processing, if so, one not explored due to lack of time (cosmic joke noted).
Words are linked by their array values back to the lexicon using our set theory model (see below), and
the language used within the interpretation (detail words excepted) derives from the lexicon and its
links to the changing nature of contexts as they are represented within our model.
Predictive Linguistics is a field that I pioneered in 1993. The software and lexicon has been in
continual change/update mode since. This is due to the constantly changing nature of language and
human expression.
Predictive Linguistics works to predict future language about (perhaps) future events, due to the nature
of humans. It is my operating assumption that all humans are psychic, though the vast majority do
nothing to cultivate it as a skill, and are likely unaware of it within themselves. In spite of this, universe
and human nature has it that they 'leak' prescient information out continuously in their choice of
language. My software processing collects these leaks and aggregates them against a model of a
timeline and that information is provided in this report.
The ALTA report is an interpretation of the asymmetric trends that are occurring even this instant as
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millions of humans are typing billions of words on the internet. The trends are provided in the form of a
discussion of the larger collections of data (dubbed entities) down to the smallest aspect/attribute swept
up from daily discussions within that context. Within the ALTA report format, detail words are
provided as noted below. Phrases and idiomatic expressions are also provided as details. In the main,
geographic references are merely summed, and if deemed pertinent, the largest bag in the collection is
discussed as a 'probable', or 'possible' location to the events being referenced within the details.
In our discussions, the interpretation is provided in a nested, set theory (fuzzy logic) pattern.

Definitions:
Aspects/Attributes are: collections of data that are within our broader linguistic
structures and are the 'supporting' sets that provide our insight into future developments.
The Aspect/Attribute sets can be considered as the 'brought along' serendipitous future
forecasts by way of links between words in these sets and the lexicon.
Entities are: the 'master sets' at the 'top' of our nested linguistic structures and contain
all reference that center around the very broad labels that identify the entity: Markets,
GlobalPop, and SpaceGoatFarts, as examples.
Lexicon is: at its core level, the lexicon is a digital dictionary of words in multiple
languages/alphabets stripped of definitions other than such technical elements as 'parts
of speech' identifiers.
The lexicon is quite large and is housed in a SQL database heavily populated with
triggers and other executable code for maintenance and growth (human language
expands continuously, so the lexicon must as well).
Conceptually, at the Prolog software engine processing level, the lexicon is a predicate
assignment of a complex, multidimensional array of integers to 'labels', each of which is
a word within the lexicon. The integers within the 8x8x10 level array structure are
composed of: emotional qualifiers which are assigned numeric representations of
the intensity, duration, impact and other values of the emotional components given
by humans to that word.
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and also contain: emotional quantifiers which are assigned numeric
representations of the degree of each of the 'cells' level of 'emotional assignment'.
Spyders are: Software programs, that once executed are self directing, within
programmed limits, thus are called 'bots', and within these constraints are allowed to
make choices as to linguistic trails to explore on the internet. The job of the spyders is to
search, retrieve and pre-process (part of the exclusions process that will see 90% of all
returned data eliminated from consideration in our model) the 'linguistic bytes' (2048
words/phrases in multibyte character format) which are aggregated into our modelspace
when processing is complete.
List of entities explored in this report:
GlobalPop
The GlobalPop entity represents the linguistic sets within the data that are focused on the
future of humanity, local or global. The 'local future' focus language is aggregated into
our 'global future language' sets. This entity is independent of language, alphabet, or
script form, and thus is our deepest and broadest set for emotional quantifiers and
qualifiers about humanity's future.
USAPop (and any other nation state/territorial reference)
All sub sets of the populace of the planet, within our modelspace are identified by either
a geospatial term such as a regional terrestrial label, e.g. 'AlpinePop', or a geopolitical
label, e.g. 'CanadaPop'. These are used to isolate the subset of the global populace to
which the terms are being applied in the forecast. The terrestrial references are
frequently used to provide a context of 'shared views/concerns', as in 'those things all
mountain dwelling people will have in common separate from other humans'.
Markets
The Markets entity is a super set of linguistic structures covering paper debt markets of
all kinds, commodity trading markets, physical swap markets, currency usage (within
populace), digital currency developments, new technology (FinTech),
Terra
The Terra entity is the master set for all structures that relate to the planet, and the
physical environment of planet earth. This master set frequently and increasingly has
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extensive cross links to the SpaceGoatFarts entity.
SpaceGoatFarts
This master set is where all data that fits under the contexts of [officially denied],
[unknown], and [speculative] arrives. Our processing discovered significant amounts of
data of the [unknown], and [officially denied] over 2000 – 2003 which led to the
creation of the separate entity view labeled SpaceGoatFarts. As may be expected, this set
contains the references to UFO's, Area 51, Break-away Civilization, and other 'woo-woo'
subjects.
Data Types
IM = Immediacy data with forecasting effectiveness from 3 days to the end of the third
week. Error range is 4 weeks.
ST = Shorter Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the 4th week out through
and inclusive the end of the 3rd month (from date of interpretation). Error range = 4
months.
LT = Longer Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the end of the 3rd month
out through and inclusive of the end of the 19th month. Error range = 19 months.
Terms employed:
Cross links – links from one cell in the data base and its software representation to another due to a
shared linguistic structure or pattern.
Linguistic structure – In my modelspace, a linguistic structure is a 'master set' and all its contained
sub sets (also known as 'directly held' sub sets). At the very highest level, each and all entities within
my model are linguistic structures; which, in their turn, are composed of many sub sets of other
linguistic structures. Modelspace allows for 256 layers of 'nesting' of these sets and sub sets. Each of
which, can and may, be a complex set of its own. Obviously the model is derived from Object Oriented
Programming at its highest level.
Meta Data Layer – in modelspace, when a meme appears directly held in numerous sets, at the same
level of support, it is labeled as a 'meta data layer'. These 'layers' can be thought of as a common
linguistic structure that forms with differing supporting sets in the various entities. For clarity, a meme
in Terra entity would not have the same supporting sets as that same meme in the GlobalPop entity, but
both would be part of the larger meta data layer that the meme reveals.
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Modelspace – in the interpretation, the data sets are represented on screen in a 'virtual box' fashion in
which a 3d box is drawn and the lexicon linked words from the latest data processing are shown within
the 3d box by position, and color, brightness and hue of the individual pixels. Using an algorithm of my
own design and the predicate calculus of the prolog programming language, modelspace is populated
by these data base representations in a manner that resembles 'scatter graphs', but at a 3 dimensional
level. By toggling on or off several advanced features of our 3d box software, the various levels of
data, and cross links and other technical elements may be displayed.
MOM – model of modelspace. In the very first public release of information from my process, a selfreferencing loop was created by internet articles about the release, and thus the next time the spyders
were invoked, the process crashed on self-referential, circuitous references to my own work. As a
corrective measure, MOM (models of modelspace) was devised as my very improvement on the
process. MOM holds a copy of my interpretation as well as links to areas on the net to exclude from
consideration within the predictive linguistic work.
Set – Our approach involves the use of complex (fuzzy) set theory originating in the software industry's
quest for 'intelligent machines' or 'ai (artificial intelligence)'. In our approach, the fuzzy sets are based
on the ability to define such concepts as 'near', 'close to', 'about', and 'like' among many others which
provide me the ability to assign a numeric representation as a 'quantifier' to human emotions which are
the key element to future forecasting from predictive linguistics.
Temporal Echo – these are linguistic echos across time that will reference the same, previously
forecast, meme and its emotional parameters. The language manifest in both instances, that is, the
temporal (meme) anchor and its echo will be related to each other, though frequently the repeating echo
is larger in both scope and intensity. In some cases the meme is 'completed' in our predictive linguistics
sense of that word by the echo phase of the meme.
TM = Temporal Marker, think of this as a 'book mark' against which you may remember specific
details of the forecast. These are chosen due to some (more or less) easily identified linguistic 'tell-tale'
that we expect to show up in the forecast language within media discussions.
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